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1 Executive Summary 

According to the CHARIOT DoA: “WP2 will develop an Open Cognitive IoT Architecture and Platform, called 
the CHARIOT Platform, that exhibits intelligent safety behavior in the diverse and complex ways in which the 
safety critical system and the IoT system will interact in a secure manner”. The CHARIOT IoT Cognitive 
Platform is designed to effectively utilise existing cognitive technologies and put them together with the 
innovations created in the project, such as the Blockchain component, to offer a complete solution for 
managing communications between devices, middleware, storage, and data analytics and to address privacy 
and security issues out-of-the-box, as was originally described in D2.2 and further analyzed in this document 

The resulting Platform is based on the Open IoT Cognitive Architecture2 and is implemented using open 
technologies and open source tools and frameworks. It is secure by design and the individual components 
communicate over a “publish / subscribe” messaging layer which promotes decoupling and scalability as well 
as extensibility of the solution. Moreover, a Continuous Integration / Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) process 
was used to speed up the development and delivery of new features as they become available. Automated 
unit testing ensures that newly committed code is secure and does not compromise the system. 

This report follows the second iteration of the CHARIOT platform, following up the technical work that was 
described in D2.2, describing the main components and their updated functions. As done in the first version, 
this deliverable also captures and demonstrates the core design decisions and architectural guidelines of the 
CHARIOT project ensuring the development of an IoT system and methodology that is capable of learning 
and adapting in pursuit of increased efficiency of Privacy, Security and Safety protection, and moving towards 
autonomous decisions applying Privacy, Security and Safety policies. 

The report accompanies the development work carried out under WP2 and T2.2 “CHARIOT IoT Cognitive 
Platform” regarding the CHARIOT IoT Cognitive Platform. The software components that this report 
accompanies, and that were implemented in the context of T2.2, reside in the private GitLab repository3 of 
CHARIOT. At the time of writing this report, the repository hosts 7 projects related to the work in this task. 
Each of the repositories also contains readme files and wiki pages that provide detailed technical descriptions 
and guides for the software artefacts and are to be considered as additions to the present report. 

This report starts off with a section dedicated to mapping CHARIOT outputs to tasks & subtasks as described 
in the latest DoA, following up with sections addressing the reviewers’ comments and providing an overview 
of the changes made in this document from the previous version. Additionally, the latest version of the 
platform requirements, as described in D4.9 are also included in this report. 

After an updated high-level representation of the platform’s components, the report continues by describing 
the various validation & test case scenarios that were developed to facilitate the validation of the 
functionality and integration status of the various components used in the platform.  The next section dives 
in a detailed technical analysis of the cognitive platform technology stack where the selected technologies 
and their roles are listed and explained.  

The last chapter of this report outlines the process of deployment of the platform, by outlining the 
technologies that are used to automate the deployment process while also maintaining a high degree of 
scalability. This section offers both an outline of a generic deployment process and covers deployment 
scenarios for already existing systems and infrastructure, as is the case with the Living Labs.  Finally, the 
conclusions section offers a summary of the decisions and lessons learned in the development of the 
CHARIOT platform. 

  

 
2 D2.1 Design specification for CHARIOT cognitive IoT Architecture 
3 https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/ 
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2 Introduction 

This report is the final accompanying report of the software prototype developed in WP2 (task2.2) “CHARIOT 
IoT Cognitive Platform” including the platform alignment to the system architecture as well as its actual 
development regarding the platform deployment and management services and interfacing to the static code 
analysis and analytics services. This first version provided the development status of task2.2 activities up to M14 
(February 2019) while its current version (M27) will include the final platform prototype and related 
documentation. 

The main objective of CHARIOT project is “to advance state of the art by providing a design method and 
cognitive computing platform supporting a unified approach towards Privacy, Security and Safety (PSS) of IoT 
Systems, that places devices and hardware at the root of trust, in turn contributing to high security and integrity 
of industrial IoT.” 

This report is aligned with WP3 developments which are related to the Runtime IoT Security and Safety 
Supervision Engine and it will assist also the Living Labs developments.  

2.1 Mapping CHARIOT Outputs 

The purpose of this section, is to map CHARIOT’s Grand Agreement commitments, both within the formal 
Deliverable and Task description, against the project’s respective outputs and work performed. 

 

Table 1: Adherence to CHARIOT’s GA Deliverable & Tasks Descriptions 

CHARIOT GA 
Component 

Title 

CHARIOT GA Component 
Outline 

Respective 
Document 
Chapter(s) 

Justification 

DELIVERABLE 

D2.6      
CHARIOT IoT 
Cognitive 
Platform 

The documentation and a 
software prototype utilizing 
IoT Watson functionalities 
and implementing core 
functionality of the CHARIOT 
IoT architecture, Including 
the Overall Architecture 
based on D2.5, the 
deployment components of 
the platform, testing 
procedures description and 
the top-level specs of the 
implementation of the 
Analytics cognition services. 
This version is the final 
platform prototype 
following the LLs first 
deployment (WP4).      

Sections 3 - 7 The corresponding sections demonstrate 
how the CHARIOT Architecture was 
adopted, explains the technologies used 
and describes in depth the components 
of the platform and their functionality, 
as well as the processes and 
technologies used for integration and 
deployment. 

TASKS 
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T2.2  Will develop a reference implementation of the IoT Cognitive platform using utilizing IBM’s 
IoT Watson functionalities, with capabilities and framework for registering and enabling 
cognitive IoT with identifiable, secure, and privacy-friendly IoT objects, edge devices and 
services based on open standard technologies. 

ST 2.2.1 
Overall 
architecture 
description 
and its key 
pillars 

Description of management, 
network/connectivity, 
computations, storage and 
cognition.  Each of the pillars 
will be implemented using 
IoT Watson and related 
technologies over the 
following subtasks 

Section 3 and 4 The section addresses the core points of 
each key pillar and their corresponding 
technologies. 

ST 2.2.2 
Platform 
deployment 
and 
management 
services 

Such services include 
containerization and other 
virtualization technologies, 
as well as services and 
micro-services for IoT object 
management, such as 
identity, transactions, data 
management, security, etc. 
These are linked to Task 2.4.      

Sections 6 and 7 Section 5 describes the technological 
selections and the implementation of 
the components of the platform that are 
used for communication, data 
management, packaging and 
deployment of software artefacts. 
Section 6 describes the deployment 
process of the platform and the 
employment of a Continuous Integration 
and Continuous Deployment 
methodology. 

ST 2.2.3 Static 
code analysis 
and testing 

Testing of software source 
code. Testing of “proof-
carrying” code approach and 
limitation of the size of 
contracts/meta-data for 
firmware update.      

Sections 5 & 7 Static code analysis and unit testing will 
be incorporated in the deployment 
workflow of the platform’s components 
in the next iteration. 

ST 2.2.4 
Analytics and 
Cognition 
Services 

These are linked to WP3 
developments. 

Sections 4,6 and 
7  

These sections outline the functionalities 
of the cognitive layer as well as the 
technologies utilized to achieve these 
functionalities,  

 

2.2 Deliverable Overview and Report Structure 

This report structures in the following way: 

1. Chapter 3 provides an updated version of the architecture and its corresponding key pillars which are 
related to the IoT cognitive concepts and the design approach followed within the CHARIOT project 

2. Chapter 4 shapes the CHARIOT platform context in terms of management, connectivity, storage, 
cognition, computation and administration aspects, detailing their roles and requirements to 
encompass the new functional requirements. 

3. Chapter 5 describes the technologies selected for the implementation of the platform and their latest 
state. 

4. Chapter 6 describes the final version of the continuous integration and deployment process. 
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5. Chapter 7 describes the platform deployment details and the integration aspects including the 
continuous integration / continuous development aspects as well as the platform scalability/high-
availability and its gateway integration. 

 

2.3 Progress since the First Deliverable Version 

In this section, progress and significant changes of the final version of the CHARIOT platform since the first 
version will be outlined.  

● Chapter 2 includes an adherence to 1st EC review Comments and Recommendations that was added. 
The changes and updates in the content of the previous version of this report are outlined also below. 
Feedback from the LLs is also included and it is includes also the platform improvements in reply to 
this validation stage. 

● In Chapter 4, Section 4.2 contains the latest functional requirements as described in the rescoping 
document, while Section 4.4 is updated to reflect progress on various layers and their components. 

● Chapter 5 contains updated testing scenarios for the individual components and functionalities of the 
CHARIOT platform to be used by LL owners to verify platform features 

● Chapter 6 describes the updated technologies chosen for each of the layers described in previous 
chapters, specifically mentioning which technology was used under each layer and also adding  

● Chapter 7, expands on the deployment process for the platform, adding a section dedicated to 
scalability and high availability, as well as a section detailing the integration steps for an existing 
industrial gateway, as was the case with AIA.  

● New section 7.3 added to improve the connection of the static analyses to the CHARIOT platform: this 
section describes the deployment of the static analysis tools for the developer’s desktop (preparation 
work), for the security engineer’s desktop (preparation work) and for the CHARIOT platform inside the 
security engine (formal verification = final work). 

Additionally, the version of the CHARIOT platform described in this report had multiple updates and iterations 
on the core components, with the most significant ones being the following: 

• Model synchronization was dropped in favor of the Topology Extension API, which is used to push new 
topology models, which are then used by SSE to perform dynamic checking on messages 

• Traefik, GlusterFS and docker swarm support was added to enable scaling for the addition of new 
nodes. These technologies enable the platform to reside across a cluster of machines, while making 
the platform more robust and resilient. Additional computational needs can be addressed by adding 
more virtual servers by using these technologies 

• This version also offers integration of WP3 services, which have been included to the deployment 
scripts and automated process of deployment 

2.4 Improvements based on LLs Feedback 

This section lists what improvements have been performed based on the “Testing and Validation Internal 
Report” where the LLs have provided their initial feedback on the business capabilities of CHARIOT. The 
numbering used in the Internal Report (IR) to capture the LLs recommendations were based on the 
D6.9“CHARIOT Rescoping Guidelines”. 

The following Table, lists those LL feedbacks, map them with the related CHARIOT offering, functionality 
and capability, along with the improvement performed to addressed each and every feedback. 
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Table 2: LLs Feedback and Improvements 

Feedback Code & Description 

(as provided by the LLs) 

Feedback Related Offering, 
Functionality, Capability 

CHARIOT Improvements 

(Short reply and reference to 
the chapter that details the 

reply) 

FB_4.1_01_01_FST: Orchestration 
mechanism is clear for 
FSTechnology SpA, nevertheless 
more information could be needed 
regarding the definition of external 
connectivity APIs for further 
exploitation of the solution and 
users’ training. 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform & User Interfaces 

Functionality 

Platform Core Functionality 
Capability 

Orchestrating mechanism 
for sensor data ingestion, 
management, storage, 
normalization and external 
connectivity API. 

 

The current deliverable 
outlines all potential ways to 
integrate with external 
systems and how they are 
used in the overall solution of 
the CHARIOT platform 

FB_4.2_01_01_FST: System 
supports and triggers immediate 
reactions by the Cyber security 
specialists clearly stimulating 
activities to replace non 
authenticated sensors or block 
communications due to potential 
cyber threats. 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform & User Interfaces 

Functionality 

Platform Southbound 
Dispatcher (IoT Devices 
Side) 

Capability 
Receive alerts from industrial 
gateways, that indicate non 
authenticated sensors 
 

The alert is detected by the 
PANTHORA Gateway and is 
then forwarded to the 
Southbound Dispatcher.  

FB_4.2_01_03_IBM: Alerts are 
currently presented in dashboard as 
row information. An idea is 
dashboard to also provide a 
notification functionality, so the 
operator will be automatically be 
informed about it (i.e. via a red icon 
flashing in dashboard).    

The operational dashboard 
provides this capability 
(Section 6.6.1). Device 
Management Dashboard 
capability to be addressed in 
corresponding deliverable. 

FB_4.2_01_01_AIA: It is not clear 
the delay since alert is generated, 
and alert presented in dashboard 
(via the backend architecture). Is 
there a delay of seconds or 
minutes? The ideal would be having 
the alerts presented to the user with 
the minimum delay (maximum 30 
seconds). 

Additional testing will be 
performed generally & 
specifically on AIA 
installation to measure this. 
So far, no significant delays 
have been measured. In the 
case of delays being 
detected, additional support 
will be provided to rectify this 
by the end of the project. The 
current measurements are 
provided by Jaeger’s tracing 
capabilities (Section 6.7.4) 
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FB_4.2_02_01_FST: Value added in 
furtherly providing guidelines to 
perform firmware process updated 
anytime alerts provided to the 
dashboard trigger reactions of cyber 
security employees. 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform & User Interfaces 

Functionality 

Platform Southbound 
Dispatcher (IoT Devices 
Side) 

Capability 
Receive alerts from industrial 
gateways, that indicate non 
authenticated sensors 

To be addressed by Device 
Management Dashboard 
Deliverable. 

FB_4.2_02_01_AIA: The ideal would 
be having the alerts presented to 
the user with the minimum delay 
(maximum 30 seconds). Is this 
applicable? 

Similar to 
FB_4.2_01_01_AIA, Current 
measurements across living 
labs indicate that this is the 
case. Measurements are only 
available once the alert has 
arrived at the Southdbound 
Dispatcher, as the platform 
has no metrics available for 
external industiral gateways 
and sensors. 

FB_4.2_03_02_FST: How this 
“Securely transmitting values” can 
be measured? 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

Platform Southbound 
Dispatcher (IoT Devices 
Side) 

Capability  

Securely transmitting 
values from the local 
devices to the Platform 

For direct communication 
from sensors to the IoT 
cognitive platform through 
MQTT, the southbound 
dispatcher supports 
widespread secure 
communication protocols, 
such as TLS.  

FB_4.2_03_01_AIA: The whole 
capability seems OK as described, 
but is there a way to validate that 
the values transmission is secured?  
 

See FB_4.2_03_02_FST 

FB_4.2_03_02_AIA: If there is a 
bridge on the data transmission, 
how this is identified exactly? 

The IoT cognitive platform 
has no knowledge of external 
network conditions 

FB_4.2_04_01_AIA: How this 
securely transmission can be 
measured? 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

Platform Southbound 
Dispatcher (IoT Devices 
Side) 

Capability  

Transmitting sensor data 
from the Fog Node to the 
cloud (using the IBM IoT 
platform) to enable the 
generation of new ML 
models, and Analytics. 

Fog node & receiving cloud 
platform support latest 
secure transmission 
protocols. 

FB_4.3_01_01_FST: Critical aspect 
for FST to ensure integration of 

CHARIOT Offering Northbound dispatcher 
exposes relevant API 
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CHARIOT Platform within the cyber 
security tools that ensure privacy, 
safety and security of on-board 
communication, this is possible only 
with the integration between the 
Dashboard and IoT Chariot 
platform. 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

Platform Northbound 
Dispatcher (network and 
external connectivity side) 

Capability  
Provide integration between 
the Dashboard and IoT 
Chariot platform 

endpoints to ensure 
integration. 

FB_4.3_01_01_IBM: The 
integration between the CHARIOT 
Platform and the Dashboard is 
ensured thanks to the northbound 
dispatcher.  

Related to dashboard 
integration. No action 
needed. 

FB_4.3_01_01_AIA: How do we 
ensure that the data are transmitted 
securely? 

Northbound dispatcher and 
receiving Dashboard support 
latest secure transmission 
protocols. 

FB_4.3_01_02_AIA: Is there any 
delay on data transmitted? If yes, 
this needs to be eliminated. 

No significant delay has been 
measured. 

FB_4.3_02_02_IBM: The system 
operator shall map an interactive 
flow for integration with an existing 
operation and/or output of a third-
party system 

This is currently supported by 
the CHARIOT IoT Cognitive 
Platform through NodeRED 
(Sections 5.1.4 , 6.2.2) 

FB_4.3_02_01_AIA: As idea and 
capability provided by CHARIOT is 
very interesting and beneficial to 
our LL. Currently the infrastructure 
for the interaction with our existing 
BMS is under implementation, and 
as soon as this is completed, tests 
will be performed. 

This is currently supported by 
the CHARIOT IoT Cognitive 
Platform through NodeRED 
(Sections 5.1.4 , 6.2.2) 

FB_4.3_02_02_AIA: System 
operator can create a parser of XSL, 
CSV, JSON and xml file, according to 
their requirements 

This is currently supported by 
the CHARIOT IoT Cognitive 
Platform through NodeRED 
(Sections 5.1.4 , 6.2.2) 

FB_4.6_05_01_FST: Please provide 
hints as pop up on the platform with 
the aim to help operators in define 
new alerts. 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

Operational Dashboard  

Capability 
The CHARIOT Administrator 
can define a new platform 
alert. 

While pop up functionality is 
supported by Grafana, they 
are not used for this explicit 
purpose. Guidelines for 
establishing new user-based 
alerts are available on 
Grafana documentation.  

FB_4.6_05_03_IBM: Nice to have 
functionality could be the export of 
the presented data 

Grafana supports exporting 
of data in .csv format.  

FB_4.6_05_01_AIA: Can we add a 
functionality of exporting the data 

Currently Grafana does not 
support exporting in .pdf 
format. 
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presented, in PDF or/and CSV 
format? 

FB_4.3_03_01_FST: Relevant to 
ensure transports messages 
between devices and communicate 
alerts to third party system involved 
in the PSS protection of on-board 
communications. 
 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

Platform Northbound 
Dispatcher (network and 
external connectivity side) 

Capability  

Expose through MQTT 
protocol, alerts to third 
party systems 

Third party systems can 
subscribe to the Northbound 
broker in order to receive the 
alerts. 

FB_4.4_01_02_FST: Steps are clear, 
but in case of reject, we need to 
know the exact reason along with 
actual warnings and their source. 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

Platform additional internal 
services (to be used by the 
Northbound Dispatcher) 

Capability  

Firmware Upload Service: It 
uploads a new firmware to 
the gateway through HTTP, 
in addition to the FTP 
provided by PANTHORA 

Potential error codes, along 
with their source are 
populated to the Device 
Management Dashboard. 

FB_4.4_01_02_IBM: Extension of 
the state-of-the-art systems 
functionalities to provide additional 
ways to perform firmware updates 
and enhance the resilience of the 
system to network faults. 

To be addressed by the 
relevant PANTHORA 
Gateway deliverable 

FB_4.4_02_02_FST: 60 seconds is 
configurable? 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

Platform additional internal 
services (to be used by the 
Northbound Dispatcher) 

Capability  

Health service:  The scope 
of the service is to perform 
platform health check. It is 
being triggered every 60 
seconds. If it doesn’t 
receive a response after 
that period, it means the 
platform is down. It 
generates latency and 
availability statistics. 

Can be adjusted through 
relevant configuration file 
(Section 4.3.5.4) 

FB_4.4_02_01_AIA: Do we received 
any alert when platform is down? 
This is not clear at the moment. 
 

External system is needed to 
detect if the entire platform 
is not operational, and is not 
possible through the 
platform itself. 

FB_4.4_02_02_ AIA: 60 seconds 
might be lot. The operator should 
have the option to change it if 
needed. 

Can be adjusted through 
relevant configuration file 
(Section 4.3.5.4) 

FB_4.4_03_01_AIA: Is there an alert 
when the platform is down? 
 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

External system is needed to 
detect if the entire platform 
is not operational, and is not 
possible through the 
platform itself. 
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FB_4.4_03_02_AIA: Is this 
communication secured? How can 
we validate that? 

Platform additional internal 
services (to be used by the 
Northbound Dispatcher) 

Capability  

Alert Service: It stores 
raised alerts by engines and 
the Southbound Dispatcher. 
These alerts are retrieved 
through an HTTP REST API 

Alerts service, corresponding 
broker & supporting storage 
support latest secure 
transmission protocols. 

FB_4.6_01_03_IBM: Nice to have 
functionality could be the export of 
the data for a specific time period.   

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

Operational Dashboard 

Capability 

Providing Engines’ health 
and performance 
monitoring. 

Configurable charts & 
relevant data in the 
Operational Dashboard can 
be exported in .csv format 

FB_4.6_01_01_AIA: If any 
component is not working, do we 
receive an alert? Operator should be 
notified somehow. 

Grafana is populated with 
relevant alerts for invidual 
component status 

FB_4.6_02_01_FST: Identification of 
CHARIOT Administrator 
characteristics is needed to ensure 
the correct administration of the 
Platform in Industrial environment 
exploitation. 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

Operational Dashboard 

Capability 
The CHARIOT Administrator 
can view collected server 
stats. 

 

Standardized authentication 
and authorization measures 
are implemented for access 
to server statistics. 

FB_4.6_02_01_IBM: Provides an 
alternative view of sensor data to 
the administrator an allows for 
advanced statistics visualization. 

 

Grafana supports 
customizing dashboard views 
& charts. 

FB_4.6_02_03_IBM: Nice to have 
functionality could be the export of 
the presented data 

Configurable charts & 
relevant data in the 
Operational Dashboard can 
be exported in .csv format 

FB_4.6_02_01_AIA: Can we add a 
functionality of exporting the data 
presented, in PDF or/and CSV 
format? 

Currently Grafana does not 
support exporting in .pdf 
format. Csv exporting is 
available. 

FB_4.6_03_01_FST: Please provide 
hints as pop up on the platform with 
the aim to help operators to read 
the collected alert stats. 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

Operational Dashboard 

Capability 
The CHARIOT Administrator 
can view collected alert stats. 

 

Grafana supports pop-up 
functionality. 

FB_4.6_03_03_IBM: Nice to have 
functionality could be the export of 
the presented data. 

Configurable charts & 
relevant data in the 
Operational Dashboard can 
be exported in .csv format 

FB_4.6_03_01_AIA: Can we add a 
functionality of exporting the data 

presented, in PDF or/and CSV 
format? 

Currently Grafana does not 
support exporting in .pdf 
format. Csv exporting is 
available. 
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FB_4.6_04_01_FST: Please provide 
hints as pop up on the platform 

with the aim to help operators to 
read and take decision on the base 

of the service execution status. 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

Operational Dashboard 

Capability 

The CHARIOT Administrator 
can view collected service 
execution stats. 

 

Grafana supports pop-up 
functionality. 

FB_4.6_04_03_IBM: Nice to have 
functionality could be the export of 
the presented data 

Configurable charts & 
relevant data in the 
Operational Dashboard can 
be exported in .csv format 

FB_4.6_04_01_AIA: Can we add a 
functionality of exporting the data 
presented, in PDF or/and CSV 
format? 

Currently Grafana does not 
support exporting in .pdf 
format. Csv exporting is 
available. 

FB_4.6_05_01_FST: Please provide 
hints as pop up on the platform with 
the aim to help operators in define 
new alerts. 

CHARIOT Offering 

Platform and User 
Interfaces 

Functionality 

Operational Dashboard 

Capability 
The CHARIOT Administrator 
can define a new platform 
alert. 

 

While pop up functionality is 
supported by Grafana, they 
are not used for this explicit 
purpose. Guidelines for 
establishing new user based 
alerts are available on 
Grafana documentation. 

B_4.6_05_03_IBM: Nice to have 
functionality could be the export of 
the presented data. 

Configurable charts & 
relevant data in the 
Operational Dashboard can 
be exported in .csv format 

FB_4.6_05_01_AIA: Can we add a 
functionality of exporting the data 
presented, in PDF or/and CSV 
format? 

Currently Grafana does not 
support exporting in .pdf 
format. Csv exporting is 
available. 

 

2.5 Adherence to 1st EC Review Comments and Recommendations 
This chapter summarizes CHARIOT responses and document updates following the EC review that took place 
on the 22 October 2019 in Dublin (Ireland). All reviewers’ comments were effectively taken under 
consideration and details for each (and the related document updates) have been included in the table below: 

 
Table 3: Adherence to 1st EC Review Comments and Recommendations 

Review Comment(s) 

(as provided by the reviewers) 

CHARIOT Adherence and Document Update 

(Short reply and reference to the chapter that 
details the reply) 

The deliverable concerns the “documentation and a 
software prototype implemented on IoT Watson and 
implementing core functionality of the CHARIOT IoT 
architecture, including the architecture description, the 
deployment components of the platform, testing 
procedures description and the top-level specs of the 
implementation of the Analytics cognition services”. The 
descriptions in all documents regarding the platform and 
architecture should take as a starting point the same 

The common architecture model and design 
approaches as outlined by the key pillars can 
be found in chapter 3. 
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picture of the architecture (otherwise the assessment of 
relations between the deliverables is complicated). 

Section 4.2: requirements must be numbered and 
efficiently managed in the project. Is there a list of all 
requirements that will be addressed? How about the 
KPIs, etc.? 

Requirements of the platform have been 
documented and added in section 4.2 of this 
document. KPIs were outlined in D4.10 LL 
summary 

What is the relation of the Anomaly Detection 
Component with the simulation tool? 

The simulation tool was initially used to 
produce data for the initial work required by 
the Anomaly Detection component, as 
mentioned in section 4.3.3.2 

How it is assured that the architecture is complete and 
the architectural decisions are proper if there are no 
requirements against which the project is assessed? 

The architecture decisions, as presented in 
D2.5 and outlined in section 3, that led to the 
development of the CHARIOT platform have 
been validated against the use cases of the 
living labs. 

IBM Watson is only briefly mentioned and the platform 
seems not to be built on top of it (“IBM’s Watson 
Machine Learning infrastructure will be used as the 
model repository”). 
The conclusion makes a reader think that the IoT system 
should be built around this CHARIOT IoT cognitive 
platform. Is it really the case? Is this realistic? 

Section 6.5.1 outlines Watson functionalities 
used in Chariot and the rationale for making 
their use optional. In principle, we intend to 
make the relevant services available while 
avoiding forcing users to use paid services, 
which would limit the number of interested 
users and impede dissemination efforts. 

The deliverable should also present the testing scenarios 
what is not the case. 

This is covered in chapter 5 of this deliverable 

It is unclear about how CHARIOT technology integrates 
with existing IoT systems. 

This is addressed in chapter 7 under the CI/CD 
workflows. 

Technical: there is a problem with figures: they are hardly 
readable (concerning architecture). 

This was corrected and now figures are full 
size in the document.  
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3 CHARIOT Architecture and Key Pillars 

In this section we describe the key parts of the architecture provided by the CHARIOT IoT Cognitive Platform 
Architecture. We define four key pillars as a guide for our architecture. These pillars represent key concerns 
in an industrial IoT deployment as highlighted by CHARIOT Living Labs. The management pillar is related to IoT 
management structure of CHARIOT. Network/Connectivity pillar shows the relation of the cognitive 
functionality with the network topology. Computations and Storage Pillar highlights the needs related to the 
computation resources. The fourth, Cognitive Pillar, describes the concerns related to cognitive computation. 
We conclude this section by pointing to the relevant IoT Watson technologies that support the 
implementation of the outlined architecture. 

In this document, we highlight key things we considered while developing the architecture. The reference 
architecture is described in detail in Deliverable 2.1, whose first version has been submitted on Month 12 
(December 2018) of CHARIOT. 

3.1 Management Pillar 

An industrial IoT deployment may be highly dynamic depending on the deployment, and these active policies 
related to cognitive modules result in a management challenge with a complicated business-logic flow. The 
goal of CHARIOT is to provide a user-friendly interface for changing the IoT topology, handling policies and 
calibrating cognitive modules to make it usable by the operators and other domain experts in industrial IoT 
settings.  

The key functionalities of the system should be configurable on both on-cloud and on-premise, and CHARIOT 
Cognitive Platform provides the capability to synchronize the configuration changes across the devices. In 
addition, every change in CHARIOT industrial IoT setup is traceable for auditing, debugging and other similar 
needs. 

CHARIOT IoT Cognitive Platform does not handle the functionality of actuation directly. This is a domain 
dependent functionality that is done by the management systems, such as building management system or 
train management system. For this reason and to manage functionality, CHARIOT provides an API that can be 
consumed by the industrial gateway (see CHARIOT Architecture Deliverable 2.1). 

3.2 Network/Connectivity Pillar 

An IoT solution might target one or more layers of the OSI model4. CHARIOT IoT Cognitive Platform exists 
between the southbound and northbound gateways in the CHARIOT Architecture. The communication 
between different components occurs on the application layer of the OSI stack, through HTTP and Web 
Sockets for different use cases.  

CHARIOT reference architecture can be utilized by various low-power, IoT specific network protocols, since 
the main functionality is placed between the southbound dispatcher that connects to a gateway, and a 
northbound dispatcher that is connected to an industrial gateway that manages the actuation. In terms of 
connectivity, the deployed CHARIOT platform supports the protocols supported by the CHARIOT reference 
gateway PANTHORA, namely BLE (Bluetooth low energy), and WIFI. Computations and Storage Pillar 

Hybrid Cloud5 provides the flexibility of in-house applications with the fault tolerance and scalability of cloud-
based services and it is particularly suitable for the CHARIOT industrial IoT Platform. Computational 
requirements of an industrial IoT System can be categorized as on-premise and cloud computation.  

Storage within CHARIOT Cognitive Platform has the below two concerns: 

 
4 https://www.wikiwand.com/en/OSI_model 
5 Goyal, Sumit. "Public vs private vs hybrid vs community-cloud computing: a critical review." International Journal 

of Computer Network and Information Security 6.3 (2014): 20. 
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1. Accessing data fast; 
2. Keeping data within CHARIOT Cognitive Platform Secure.  

Accessing data streams with low latency is achieved by using state of the art object store and time series 
databases, as explained in Section 4. Data privacy is achieved with the Privacy Engine that ensures secure 
encryption of data and data access policies.  

Machine learning functionality can be categorized as experimentation, training in production and deployment 
in production. Training and experimentation are suitable for cloud computation as long as there are no data 
sensitivity constraints. The scalable dynamic resources offered by a public cloud are the economically feasible 
option for these tasks that require high peak computation capability with potential utilization of multiple CPUs 
and GPUs and low time utilization.  On the other hand, the deployed models are in most cases more suitable 
for execution on the edge of the network for various reasons. First, handling a cognitive task or policy 
enforcement near the data source ensures low latency and enables fault tolerance for internet connection 
outages. Second, performing the machine learning estimation on the edge eliminates the need for maintaining 
live data connection to cloud, which helps in scenarios with privacy and economical concerns. To realize the 
benefits of hybrid cloud, CHARIOT provides a mechanism for connecting the data pipelines across the nodes 
of an IoT system. 

3.4 Cognition Pillar 

Cognitive computing6 is broadly defined as the design of hardware and software that mimics human brain. 
The challenges related to security, safety supervision and privacy are interlinked for the industrial IoT Systems. 
The cognitive components that address the safety supervision, security and privacy challenges should be easy 
to integrate. For example, any safety supervision module that uses machine learning or rule-based policy 
enforcers requires live connection to the data. The data encryption policies and access rights are managed by 
the cognitive privacy module. In this case, these cognitive elements should be interfacing each other to ensure 
that the privacy policies are held. 

Industrial IoT deployments have high reliability requirements. Therefore, a cloud only solution is usually not 
suitable for handling data privacy, security and safety supervision. CHARIOT architecture enables the 
integration of cognitive functionality between the southbound and northbound gateways to offer a fault 
tolerant, highly reliable and privacy preserving solution. Sensitive data is encrypted at the southbound 
gateway directly and kept encrypted on data stream level to only give access to the modules that have the 
appropriate access rights. 

  

 
6 http://www.research.ibm.com/software/IBMResearch/multimedia/Computing_Cognition_WhitePaper.pdf 
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4 Second Version of IoT Cognitive Platform Components 
4.1 Platform Description 

As described in the previous version of this deliverable, the CHARIOT IoT Platform intends to (following the 
DoA) satisfy the need for an IoT system and methodology that is capable of learning and adapting in pursuit 
of increased efficiency of Privacy, Safety and Security protection, and moving towards autonomous decisions. 
CHARIOT will utilize Fog computing, which is an architecture that uses one or more of a collaborative multitude 
of end-user clients or near-user edge devices, to complete a significant amount of storage, communication, 
control, configuration setup, measurement and management. 

Internet of Things is mainly focusing on enabling sensors to “hear” and “listen” the physical world and make 
them connected to share the observations. Cognition enables the capability to understand and learn from 
these observations. 

IoT sensors are generating tons of data which are largely unstructured and continuously growing. These huge 
amounts of data need to be stored and processed. For example, due to the explosion of data generated by IoT 
machines, Gartner (2014)7  suggested that data centers will face challenges in “security, the enterprise, 
consumer privacy, data itself, storage management, server technologies, and data center networking”.  

This is a challenge for all enterprises as they will need to distribute their data centers and cop with the 
necessity of multiplying their data storage capability. 

Since the IoT data is largely unstructured (streaming data) there is a requirement to use data mining tools as 
they can invoke corrective processes. 

The CHARIOT IoT Cognitive Platform has been designed and prototyped according to the architectural guide 
presented in D2.1 – Design Specification for CHARIOT Cognitive IoT Architecture.  

The CHARIOT architecture introduces the concept of the CHARIOT Fog Network, a set of locally available 
computing, storage and networking resources. Collectively, these are known as the CHARIOT Cognitive 
Platform.  The CHARIOT Platform provides networking, storage and computational resources to the CHARIOT 
subsystems, components and services. 

But IoT data volume can exceed the capacity of the Fog network, so a backend cloud-based IoT analytics 
service is designed to be provide additional computational capabilities as well as function as a Machine 
Learning model repository 

 

 
7 “Gartner says the Internet of Things will transform the data center.” Retrieved from 

http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2684616 
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Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 1 CHARIOT Platform components and data flows 

Figure 1 CHARIOT Platform Conceptual Representation 
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The diagram above, is a conceptual representation of the complete CHARIOT platform. The diagram also shows 
how the data flows from the sensors, to the first component of the Fog network, the Southbound Dispatcher, 
through the Fog Node and then to the cloud services. The cloud services are used to:  

1. Enhance the functionality of the Fog Node with data mining and advanced analytics;  
2. Store all sensor data for historical and analytics purposes; 
3. Provide a more detailed view of an incident 

Through the blockchain-secured communication channel, the Panthora gateway will get a message from the 
sensors. Then the gateway will publish the message to the CHARIOT Platform and specifically to the Southbound 
Dispatcher which is responsible for capturing and enriching the message with tracking and topological 
metadata. Then the dispatcher will forward the message to the IPSE engines. The CHARIOT platform also stores 
the message locally in the Fog Network, making it available to the other Fog components. 

One of the important capabilities and benefits of edge computing is the substantial improvement in network 
performance since data latency is minimized because data processing is happening locally and there is no need 
for “data travelling” as in traditional cloud computing architectures. Subsequently data analysis happens in real-
time or near real-time and not in a distant cloud or data center. 

Storing data locally, close to the edge while also doing all the computations in the Fog Network addresses some 
of the security concerns. The main reason is that the online data communication with cloud data servers is 
reduced thus it is more difficult to identify and threaten the stream. Traditional cloud computing is centralized 
which makes it susceptible to distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. Edge computing on the other hand 
makes it difficult for single disruptions to break through, since within the Fog Network processes and storage 
are distributed in a wide variety of devices. Moreover, with edge computing it is easier to develop and apply 
security protocols that can secure parts of the network without shutting down the entire system. On top of the 
above arguments, a hybrid cloud approach is preferable in terms of GDPR compliance since all the sensitive 
information is kept locally and only parts of it are transmitted into the cloud. 

Fog Network is also very beneficial in terms of data reliability. With IoT devices and edge data centers placed 
near the end users, the chances of a network problem in a distant location are minimized. 

The IPSE will run checks on the message for potential threats. When an issue is found the IPSE will raise an alert 
which will be published through the network. A UI dashboard will capture the alerts and present them to a user. 
In any other case, the engine will forward the package to the Northbound Dispatcher. From there, the message 
will be published to all authorized subscribers. 

To give the engine the capability of identifying threats, threat prediction models are being developed in the 
cloud and exposed to the Fog Node. The continuous training of such models, using the CHARIOT cloud services, 
will allow the IPSE engine to perform successful threat-checks. The retrained models will be retrieved by the 
Fog Node and the engines will utilize them to perform threat detection and analytics. 
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4.2 Updated Platform Requirements 

The various requirements of the CHARIOT platform were updated in this latest release to better reflect the 
needs of the various Living Labs partners, as well as ensure that the platform is guided to address key concerns 
of the modern industrial IoT environments, as presented in D4.9. These requirements are identified by an ID 
following the template of CP(CHARIOT platform)_FR(Functional Requirement), CP_NFR (for non-functional 
requirements) or CP_PR (for performance requirements) and the number of the requirement. The tables below 
outline the initial description of the requirement, as well as the steps taken to include the required functionality 
in the CHARIOT platform. 

In the cells that follow, this deliverable extends the list of requirements one step further replying to how the 
platform addresses all related requirements and what is the precise CHARIOT functionality and verification 
method being implemented. 

Table 4: CHARIOT Platform Functional Requirements 

Requirement ID CP_FR_01 

Description CHARIOT system must provide a Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) 

broker for connection.  

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

CHARIOT utilizes Mosquito8 MQTT broker as the default platform’s broker. 

⮚ Widely adopted, open source software  

⮚ Support for TLS with client certificate-based authentication 

⮚ Lightweight implementation and low resource footprint. 

Requirement ID CP_FR_02 

Description The platform must check the incoming IoT data messages for discrepancies 

(syntax & content). 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

The topology metadata of CHARIOT is used to describe the actual format of 
the data that comes from a particular sensor (e.g. temperature and possibly 
formula for decoding the value and transforming it to an understandable 
format) and even include validation rules (e.g. acceptable temperature 
range). The Southbound Dispatcher decodes the raw sensor value and applies 
all the applicable validation rules based on the topology metadata. 

Requirement ID CP_FR_03 

Description CHARIOT must provide real time reports notifying administrators of 

malformed incoming messages. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

In case a data validation rule fails, the Southbound Dispatcher generates an 
Alert that is presented in the Operational Dashboard and can be further used 
to indicate problems. 

Requirement ID CP_FR_04 

Description The CHARIOT Platform must support API integration for real-time data 

exchange between the IPSE components. 

 
8 https://mosquitto.org/ 

https://mosquitto.org/
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CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

The Northbound Dispatcher provides a RESTful API and MQTT broker for easy 
integration. The API currently only supports the JSON format. This can be 
easily transformed to whichever format/structure.  

Requirement ID CP_FR_05 

Description CHARIOT Platform must store sensor values for a specific period, e.g. values 

of the last month. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

The Southbound Dispatcher saves the sensor values to a local storage 
database (InfluxDB9). InfluxDB supports configurable retention data policies. 

Requirement ID CP_FR_06 

Description Firmware Security Engine must cache results of firmware analysis in order not 

to repeat it. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

CHARIOT Platform includes Redis10 key-value storage for caching proposes. 

Requirement ID CP_FR_07 

Description CHARIOT Platform must store all alerts generated by IPSE locally. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

Alert Service subscribes to the Northbound Dispatcher to receive new alerts 
and place them in the relevant storage facility  

Requirement ID CP_FR_08 

Description IoT Device topology must be stored locally on the CHARIOT platform and it 

must be available to the Dashboard via HTTP Rest API. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

Northbound Dispatcher exposes Topology Service to the Dashboard. 
MongoDB is chosen for storing topology of the network. 

Requirement ID CP_FR_09 

Description CHARIOT Platform must forward sensor values to the CHARIOT cloud service 

for storage. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

Southbound Dispatcher uses IBM IoT platform (Cloudant) to send sensor 
values to the cloud. 

Requirement ID CP_FR_10 

Description CHARIOT Platform must handle notifications from the PANTHORA Gateway, 

e.g. the alert for messages from a non-authenticated sensor. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

Southbound Dispatcher receives notifications from Gateway and forward 
them to the Dashboard. The alerting information will be presented to the LLs 
end-users via the Dashboard in order to immediate inform them about any 
possible cybersecurity probability 

 
9 https://www.influxdata.com/ 
10 https://redis.io/ 
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Requirement ID CP_FR_11 

Description CHARIOT Platform must expose REST HTTP interface for uploading new 

firmware. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

Through Northbound Dispatcher the Dashboard can upload a new firmware 
for the Gateway. 

Requirement ID CP_FR_12 

Description CHARIOT Platform must check its components’ “health” status (if up and 

running or not) 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

Heath service which is checking the “live” status of each component will 
perform platform health checks (receiving each X number of seconds a 
message saying that the components is “running”. If no message received 
then the component is not running. Number of seconds mentioned previously 
is parameterizable by the end-user). The health of each service is shown in the 
Operational Dashboard. 

Requirement ID CP_FR_13 

Description The CHARIOT Platform must provide a user interface for easily managing its 

micro-services.  

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

Portainer11 was chosen and added to the Platform, to fulfil this requirement. 

Some key features include:  

⮚ Start, Stop and restart a container 

⮚ View logs and resource utilization of a container.  

⮚ Manage virtual container networks 

Requirement ID CP_FR_14 

Description The CHARIOT Platform must be easily extendable 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

The Platform uses Ansible12 to provision a new fog node and docker-
compose13 to deploy all its micro-services.  

Requirement ID CP_FR_15 

Description The CHARIOT Platform must provide an interface for fog nodes to pull new 

versions of cognitive models. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

A cloud-based service is being developed that will function as a ML model 
repository. This service will provide an interface for managing and retrieving 
new versions of ML models. The Fog Nodes will include a synchronisation 
services that will regularly pull new versions of the models. 

Requirement ID CP_FR_16 

 
11 https://www.portainer.io/ 
12 https://www.ansible.com 
13 https://docs.docker.com/compose/ 

https://www.portainer.io/
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Description The CHARIOT Platform must be able to trace and log the flow of each 

operation/message for discovering performance issues and root cause 

analysis. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

Jaeger14 Tracing is used to collect logs from all micro-services. The CHARIOT-
base library which is the basis of all CHARIOT services, is integrated with Jaeger 
and can send logs to it for future analysis. 

Requirement ID CP_FR_17 

Description The CHARIOT Platform must provide offline analytics from locally stored data. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

The fog node analytics service uses the locally stored data to generated 
insights for the sensor value. This is used by the various engines to generate 
Alerts. 

 

Table 5: CHARIOT Platform Non-Functional Requirements 

Requirement ID CP_NFR_01 

Description The CHARIOT platform should be able to support a large number (100) of 

sensors and data streams. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

The CHARIOT Platform follows a micro-services architecture where each 

service is stateless and deployed as a docker container. This makes the 

platform highly scalable by utilizing container clustering (docker-swarm and 

traefik which support dynamic deployment of containers (i.e. new instances 

of the services) based on performance metrics such as CPU or memory load. 

Using the Simulation Tool, 100 (or more) sensors will be simulated to test the 
scalability and elasticity of the system. 

Requirement ID CP_NFR_02 

Description The CHARIOT platform must be extendable (in terms of services) by following 

a “plug & play” approach to microservice development and inclusion 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

Due to the microservices architecture that has been selected for CHARIOT, 

new functionality can be introduced to the fog node by adding more 

microservices and have them subscribe to the appropriate messages. All new 

services must be appropriately authorized through the Privacy Engine. The 

CHARIOT Platform can also support multiple fog nodes (scaling out).  

Thanks to the LL results, the CHARIOT solution would be integrated with the 
existing / legacy systems (i.e. TRIT maintenance system, AIA BMS and other 
subsystems such as access, security, fire control), improving the security 
control of IoT sensors and related data communication. 

Requirement ID CP_NFR_03 

 
14 https://www.jaegertracing.io/ 
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Description The CHARIOT Platform must be developed using open source technologies to 

avoid licensing issues. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

All components of CHARIOT are based on open source software. 

Requirement ID CP_NFR_04 

Description The CHARIOT Platform must be scalable. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

Due the service deployment as docker container, we are using docker-swarm 
and traefik, which allows the various microservices of the platform to scale 
out 

Requirement ID CP_NFR_05 

Description The CHARIOT Platform must provide a single-entry point for the IoT 

components (sensors & gateways) of the topology.  

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

The broker of the Southbound dispatcher uses an MQTT technology to collect 
information from the sensors and gateways and forward them to the IPSE. 
This will be the single message broker that all the IoT components connect to. 

Requirement ID CP_NFR_06 

Description The CHARIOT Platform must not rely cloud services for its operation and in 

case of lost connectivity to the cloud services, the CHARIOT must remain 

operational. 

CHARIOT Functionality and 

Verification Method 

The CHARIOT platform is deployed on the Edge, close to the industrial 
gateways. The cloud services are only used to update the locally stored ML 
models, and to collect all the data transferred to the Platform. In case of lost 
connectivity, the platform will buffer the sensor data until connectivity is 
regained and then will push all data to the cloud storage. Model 
synchronization will resume as well. 

 

Table 6: CHARIOT Platform Performance Requirements 

Requirement ID CP_PR_01 

Description The CHARIOT Platform must be highly available (ref. quality of service). 

CHARIOT Functionality 
and Verification Method 

Due to the microservices architecture that has been selected for CHARIOT, multiple 
instances of the individual components can be deployed (scaling out) in order for 
the platform to support high availability. The exact Quality of Service (QoS) is subject 
to hardware capabilities / limitations and will be determined during the testing 
phase of the project in each deployment environment. Additionally, components 
such as GlusterFS  provide the platform with highly available and redundant storage.  

Requirement ID CP_PR_02 
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Description The system must manage security updates in cases, such as maintenance 
environments, that operate around the clock 365 days a year, where temporary 
shutdowns for security updates might cause significant disruptions to system 
availability.  

CHARIOT Functionality 
and Verification Method 

Due to its architecture, with a regular backup plan as well as a disaster environment 
the CHARIOT platform can support Disaster recovery and Business Continuity. 

Requirement ID CP_PR_03 

Description Performance Efficiency - CHARIOT must provide guaranteed response times of no 
more than 2 seconds from the occurrence of an event to notification.  

CHARIOT Functionality 
and Verification Method 

Scalability and stress-testing of the different platform modules coupled with an 
iterative bug fixing and performance improving process. Tracing and scalability 
components added help iterative process to achieve efficient results 

Requirement ID CP_PR_04 

Description CHARIOT should be validated through stress tested before deployed to LLs  

CHARIOT Functionality 
and Verification Method 

The CHARIOT Platform has been stress tested in a development environment. The 
Simulation Tool (as part of the Dashboard) generated 1M records of simulated 
sensor data (1000 records per second data) and forward them to the Platform. This 
action basically simulated the behavior of a large IoT topology, without the Platform 
to crush or lost its functionality to efficiently manage large number of sensors in 
guaranteed timeframes. Further stress testing will be executed towards the final 
system version. 

 

4.3 Platform Components 

High level descriptions of the components as presented in the diagram above have been added here, indicating 
the nature and concepts of operation for each of them. Later in chapter 5, technologies and solutions are 
described in detail. 

4.3.1 Communication Layer 

The communication layer facilitates the communication between the components of the platform. In order for 
the components (microservices) to communicate, they need to use the same protocol (e.g., MQTT or HTTP) and 
send data in the same format (e.g., JSON). Network management, DNS, traffic routing and distribution are also 
part of this layer. 

CHARIOT adopted a microservices architecture which favors a decentralized approach to component 
communication. Instead of adopting a complex centralized communication bus that poses all the knowledge of 
routing and manipulating messages, CHARIOT’s components communicate in two forms: 

● Events: event-based communication where a component publishes an event and one or more other 
components which are subscribed receive it and respond appropriately. For this form of 
communication, we have selected to use the MQTT protocol which allows for lightweight asynchronous 
messaging. 
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● Request/Response: where one component calls another component’s services to store or retrieve data 
in a synchronous fashion. For this form of communication, we are using HTTP, following REST15  
principles. 

Then main form of communication for the CHARIOT platform is the Event-based one. The advantage of this 
approach is that a component does not need to know how many subscribers (other components) are listening 
for its events or how they react to them. The publishing component “fires and forgets” trusting that the 
communication infrastructure (MQTT16  broker) will ensure that the event is properly consumed by the 
subscribers. 

This approach also makes the platform highly extendable since new subscriber components can be added at 
any point of time, to provide additional functionality as a response to an event, without disturbing the current 
operation of the whole system. For instance, adding a component that logs erroneous sensor data to a new 
database dedicated for this purpose. This would require no changes whatsoever to the rest of the system. The 
new service only has to subscribe to those events/messages. 

4.3.1.1 Southbound Listener 

The southbound dispatcher, as seen in Figure 1, is responsible for capturing sensor data as it comes in from the 
PANTHORA gateway. This micro-service initially processes the incoming message, adds some metadata and 
persists the package’s content both in the local and the cloud storage. It also forwards the message to the IPSE 
engine.  

When a message is received, the Southbound listener is responsible for handling the message, assuming it is a 
JSON formatted MQTT message. After the initial parsing, the message is then forwarded to the various engines. 
It is also stored on InfluxDB for potential local processing as well as on IBM’s cloudant for analysis.  

For internal tracking purposes, the Southbound dispatcher adds metadata to a package, 

And more specifically the following: 

● A unique identifier of the message in the context of the fog node; 
● A timestamp 

There is some more processing of the message depending on the topology of the network, like: 

● Transformation of a raw sensor value to a format that is understandable by the engines 
● Perform checks to detect suspicious changes 

Additionally, the listener is responsible for updating the IoT network topology if a relevant message is received 
and also to update the information regarding message format.  

The southbound dispatcher is implemented using Python and utilizes the following components: 

● InfluxDB database 
● Cloudant17 
● Mosquitto broker18 

The source code repository can be found at: gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-southbound-dispatcher. 

 
15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer 
16 http://mqtt.org/ 
17 https://www.ibm.com/cloud/cloudant 
18 https://mosquitto.org/ 

https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-southbound-dispatcher
https://www.ibm.com/cloud/cloudant
https://mosquitto.org/
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Figure 2 Southbound Dispatcher - Commit statistics 

The diagram above presents the development activity for the Southbound dispatcher. Specifically, it shows 
the number of commits, authors and the weekly/monthly activity in the repository. 

4.3.1.2 Northbound Listeners 

The only way, for any third-party service to receive messages from the CHARIOT Fog Node, is to subscribe to 
the Northbound Dispatcher. This service is responsible for the delivery of the messages and alerts, while it 
filters and maintains a list of subscribed services. 

Services and applications that are external to the CHARIOT Fog Node, are registered with the Northbound 
dispatcher and are configured to receive certain data and alerts based on their preferences and access rights. 
In this initial stage of the platform, when an external service is registered it is associated with specific sensors 
and receives the relevant data and alerts. In a next version there will be a more elaborate access control 
subsystem. 

The Northbound dispatcher subscribes to the Southbound one, in order to receive incoming sensor data, as 
well as to the engines to receive alerts and notifications. Then using the Privacy Engine’s ACLs, it publishes the 
data through its internal message broker. External applications receive the data by subscribing to this message 
broker. 

The Northbound broker will also expose some of the functionality of the internal components through several 
RESTful APIs. The CHARIOT platform provides a set of API functions to e.g. manipulate the network topology 
or access the blockchain component. 

A RESTful API is also provided to be used by external applications in order to retrieve some data on demand 
from the internal local storage, essentially exposing filtered messages 

The Northbound Dispatcher is also implemented using Python and utilizes the following components: 

● Mosquitto broker19 
● Southbound Dispatcher 

The source code repository can be found at: gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-northbound-dispatcher  

 
19 https://mosquitto.org/ 

https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-northbound-dispatcher
https://mosquitto.org/
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Figure 3 Northbound Dispatcher - Commit statistics 

The diagram above presents the development activity for the Northbound dispatcher. Specifically, it shows the 
number of commits, authors and the weekly/monthly activity in the repository. 

4.3.1.3 Integration Service 

The integration service is a new addition to the communication layer, which enables easier integration with 
third party systems. Based on NodeRED, it exposes a simple user interface on which administrators can visually 
expose compatible endpoints for integrations with existing third-party systems. Furthermore, the integration 
service offers the capability to create (via the visual editor) a data transformation flow for transforming existing 
system messages to the internal CHARIOT message format. 

4.3.2 Storage Layer 

4.3.2.1 Fog Node data storage 

Most of the IoT applications demand real-time response. Cloud Computing cannot fulfil this requirement mainly 
because of inherent network latency. Thus, data must be kept close to the applications that need it, in the Fog. 
Three different storage type needs have been identified in the initial version of the platform, with a fourth one 
being added in the latest version: 

● Time-series, needed for storage of all sensor messages for a specific time window (sliding, max size 
depends on the Fog servers’ specifications). 

● Relational, utilized for the storage of shared data between the engines, e.g. raised alerts, for 
configuration attributes etc. 

● Document used as a more flexible and persistent storage. 
● In memory, fulfills the needs of different component to cache results, utilizing a Redis database. 

4.3.2.2 Cloud data storage 

Sensor data from various Fog Nodes need to be stored in the cloud part of CHARIOT. This will be the global 
CHARIOT log that will be mainly used to train machine learning models. This data log can also be used for doing 
retrospective analysis of an attack and feed the CHARIOT global prediction and anomaly detection models. 
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For the platform’s cloud storage needs we are using Cloudant20, which is part of the IBM Watson IoT Platform 
offering and is a scalable, distributed JSON document database. It can be used in web, IoT, mobile, and 
serverless applications. 

4.3.3 Cognitive Layer 

4.3.3.1 Model Repository & Synchronisation Service 

The Model Repository component holds the latest version of the prediction models form the cloud services. It 
mainly consists of a model database and the Prediction Model Synchronization Service which synchronizes the 
global predication model with the local model stored at the fog node. On the cloud the serialized version of the 
model will be stored, and it will be exposed through an API. Periodically the fog node will be receiving the latest 
generated model in order to update all the engines. 

IBM’s Watson Machine Learning infrastructure will be used as the model repository. It provides a model 
repository and relevant services for deploying and delivering/retrieving a machine learning model21. The 
Synchronization service utilizes these services to retrain and deploy the latest version of a model to the Fog 
Node. 

The Model repository and Synchronization service are, at the time of writing, at very initial stages and will be 
further elaborated in the next version of this deliverable. 

4.3.3.2 Analytics for anomaly Detection Component 

IoT data is time series data, meaning that it is a set of data generated at a particular period of time. Time 
series data can be analyzed either by using a Statistical approach or a Machine Learning approach. The 
latter is more effective as it employs feature extraction and prediction that help with fitting a model to 
this type of data and can extract useful information without any human effort. 

The anomaly detection component employs Machine Learning and more specifically unsupervised22 
machine learning techniques in order to discover anomalies on a short time window using the messages 
stored in the fog node’s local storage. A simulation tool was originally developed, capable of producing 
artificial randomly generated datapoints, however as Living Lab operates provided historical datasets with 
validated datapoints, real data were utilized for training the unsupervised Machine Learning clustering 
models. The historical datasets with different variables, are used to develop regressions with multiple 
variables (also called features) that can be used to predict anomaly detection. The process initially 
separates the historical data available into training, and test sets. A cross validation approach, that 
resamples the data considered as training and test sets is used to minimize the effect of temporal bias in 
the datasets. Cross validation is performed using 𝑘 = 20, therefore separating each dataset in twenty 
sub-sections. 

Several unsupervised machine learning clustering models are considered and initially trained on the 
training set, including Elliptic Envelope (EE), Isolation Forest (IF) and Density-based spatial clustering of 
applications with noise (DBSCAN). Provided that most datasets collected in the context of the CHARIOT 
project are with validated datapoints from the Living Lab operators, Elliptic Envelope clustering with a 
zero contamination in the dataset parameter was found to consistently outperform other models in 
anomaly detection accuracy. However, with continuous data collection envisaged beyond the scope of 
the project, other models are considered too. Normalization and regularization were also performed on 
the training variables to avoid overfitting. 

 
20 https://www.ibm.com/cloud/cloudant 
21 https://dataplatform.cloud.ibm.com/docs/content/wsj/analyze-data/ml-deploy.html?linkInPage=true 
22 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unsupervised_learning 
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Since the sample size of observations included in Chariot demonstrators tends to be much larger than the 
number of model parameters, several performance criteria were considered for comparing models 
performance in terms of better likelihood in anomaly detection while avoiding overfitting: 

• the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is a measure of the out-of-sample prediction error and is 
used to compare competing models: 

𝐴𝐼𝐶 =  −2𝑙(𝜃∗) + 2𝑘 

• the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) is an indicator of both model fit and complexity of the 

model: 

𝐵𝐼𝐶 =  −2𝑙(𝜃∗) + 2 𝑙𝑛 𝑙𝑛 (𝑀) 𝑘 

• the Fowlkes-Mallows index (FM) is an indicator of homogeneity of two clusters. In this context 

the predicted cluster is compared with the ground truth cluster as a measure of similarity: 

𝐹𝑀 =  √
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
∗

𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

Where 𝑇𝑃 is the number of true positives, 𝐹𝑃 is the number of false positives, and 𝐹𝑁 is the 
number of false negatives. 

Model performance is assessed against the test data in terms of the average 𝐹𝑀 index of the twenty 
measurements produced by cross validation to identify and pick the best performing clustering model 
automatically. The anomaly detection model chosen is retrained using the entire data set, before it is 
eventually applied to live data points. The figure below, captures the performance of the anomaly 
detection model on a small portion of the AIA Living Lab data. Valid datapoints are all the datapoints with 
25 or above indoor temperature located on the left and top side of the 3D graph (forming a wall). The 
zero indoor temperature data points located at the bottom and right sides of the graph, are invalid. The 
output of the anomaly detection algorithm is illustrated by the coloring of the points. Green points are 
predicted as accurate data points while red are predicted as anomalies. It is observed that the predictive 
model, performs excellent in capturing true anomalies, but it also reports some false anomalies, that are 
the datapoints illustrated as red with indoor temperature of 25 or above. The Elliptic Envelope clustering 
model presented in the figure was trained using only three months of data and scored 97.67% in 
accurately identifying the nature of each datapoint (anomaly or not anomaly).  
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When a new anomaly is found by the detection model, an alert is raised. In the cloud the same algorithm 
will run, but on a larger time window. This functionality provides a generic monitoring mechanism that 
functions complimentary to the Engines and only views the data from a macroscopic point of view. 

4.3.4 Computation Layer 

4.3.4.1 Engine structure 

In the CHARIOT Platform three distinct engines are developed: 

● Privacy Engine; 
● Security Engine; 
● Safety Engine 

These three engines are making up the IPS Engine. The IPS Engine (IPSE) is the fundamental component of the 
platform where all possible security, privacy or safety threats are checked with the help of state-of-the-art 
technologies such as Cryptography, Machine Learning, Static Code Analysis and Blockchain. The IPSE 
components and constituent engines will operate in unison to monitor the cyber-physical ecosystem that 
consists of the IoT gateways and devices whilst incorporating the highest levels of security and privacy via the 
applied combination of PKI, Blockchain, Firmware Integrity and applied security and safety policies. 

According to these, a general approach is proposed which leads to the development of a new Engine micro-
service in the Fog Node.  
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The template engine micro-service captures each new message and applies rules and evaluates conditions. If a 
suspicious package is detected, the engine will raise an alarm. The Northbound Dispatcher is responsible to 
receive all such alarms and messages and acts accordingly (either by forwarding the message or by publishing 
the alarm to the Dashboard developed in the project. 

The template Engine’s main functions are: 

● Capturing the packages from the Southbound service; 
● Getting the latest prediction model from the Model Synchronization service; 
● Storing the configuration and the logs to the Local Storage service; 
● Getting the topology of the CHARIOT network from the Topology service (which is part of the Safety 

engine); 
● Using the Anomaly Detection service. 

A demonstration of this approach is published at: gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-privacy-engine. 

4.3.5 Administration Layer 

4.3.5.1 Performance Monitoring 

The performance attributes of a software system, such as the number of requests serviced per second 
(throughput), the average response time, etc., depend both on the time and resources spent in computation as 
well as in the communication between various components of the system. The architecture that a system 
follows has impact on its performance.  

Performance considerations address the following questions:  

1. What effect would varying the number of clients have on the throughput and the average response 
time of a system, if a particular architecture is followed? 

2. What would be the maximum number of clients (sensors) the system would be able to handle before it 
saturates? 

3. Which software component should be allocated to which hardware node? 
4. What would be the bottlenecks in the system and how could they be removed? 
5. What would be the change in the performance attributes if a system component is enhanced or scaled 

up?23 

The CHARIOT platform must be monitored as every system should be; systems eventually fail, and in our case a 
failure could be catastrophic. Equally important is to monitor the performance of the platform because slow 
processing time for a package or a low throughput are both undesired situations and there is a need to track 
and manage them at an early stage. 

In addition, the microservices architecture differs than a monolithic application because each of the platform’s 
components works independently of the others and interacts with the other services to complete a single ‘unit 
of work’. This means that it is required to measure the time spent in each component and to correlate the 
actions of each one, in order to be able to view the complete lifecycle of each request. Figure 6 shows an 
example of metrics that are needed to trace a request as it is processed in the CHARIOT platform. Currently, the 
performance monitoring offers detailed time measurement for each step in the aforementioned ‘unit of work’, 
providing data for the complete flow of data through the platform. 

The platform will provide a rich dashboard for the fog-node administrator in order to view all the collected 
metrics and events. 

 
23 Vibhu Saujanya Sharma, Pankaj Jalote, Kishor S. Trivedi Evaluating Performance Attributes of Layered 

Software Architecture. CBSE 2005 

https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-privacy-engine
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The performance and scalability of the CHARIOT platform can be analyzed using methods such as execution 
traces, worst case/best case execution and statistical techniques such as regression analysis24. Trace logging is 
currently offered and can be configured for the collection of such traces. 

However, there are limits to the extent that such techniques will yield a complete picture of the scalability and 
performance characteristics of the platform and is therefore important to test the platform’s operation in 
realistic runtime conditions. To address these concerns, additions were made to enable the tracking of container 
performance statistics, as well as monitoring the resources utilized by the gateways. 

4.3.5.2 Operation Dashboard 

The operational dashboard of the CHARIOT platform was designed as a centralized location for all updates and 
information regarding the status of the platform. As mentioned in the previous section, various methodologies 
are utilized in monitoring performance, scalability, and availability of the various components and services that 
make up the platform. By combining datasets from different monitoring services into a common database, the 
operation dashboard can generate helpful charts to visually monitor performance and bottlenecks in the 
platform. Additionally, all alerts produced by the platform and relevant stats are displayed on the alert section 
of the dashboard. Finally, the dashboard allows users to add their own visual interpretation on data by allowing 
them to create new dashboards, charts and also notification alerts to monitor any potential change in data. 

4.3.5.3 Incident Report Service 

Another part of the Administration Layer of the platform is the Incident Report service. This service was 
upgraded to assist IoT network Administrators to keep a record of all threats that have been encountered in 
their systems. As such, the service significantly improves transparency of issues, but it also enables a 
retrospective view of threats encounter in order to produce better threat prediction models, using the machine 
learning techniques described in other sections of this document. Finally, the engines residing in the CHARIOT 
platform will be able to utilize the Incident Report Service to notify Administrators of potential issues, and will 
keep producing notifications in cases where an overlooked sensor still broadcasts information that is not meant 
to. 

4.3.5.4 Health Reporting Service 

A crucial part of the administration layer of the platform is the Health Reporting service. It enables 
distribution of health state data for the various components that comprise the platform. This service 
checks periodically if all components are working by quering  each service to a dedicated endpoint to 
collect running information. 

As an example,Figure 3 shows how the health check service works with the Southbound Dispatcher. It 
sends a health check message with MQTT and when the Southbound Dispatcher receives this message, it 
checks for all its dependencies and their health and returns the result back to the health service via the 
MQTT broker. Examples of the messages of this communication are shown in Figures 4 and 5.  

Additionally, the configuration of the Health Reporting Service can be changed to suit the user’s needs. 
An example of this is presented in Figure 6. This example shows a configuration file for checking the 
Southbound Dispatcher, declaring the corresponding endpoint and the protocol used for the 
communication. Additionally, the time interval between checks can be configured here. These 
configurations exist for all components by default and can be further customized if needed. 

 
24 Evgeni Eskenazi, Alexandre Fioukov, Dieter K. Hammer. Performance Prediction for Software Architectures. 

Proceedings 3rd PROGRESS Workshop on Embedded Systems 2005 
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Figure 4 Sequence diagram of health check monitoring tool 

 

 

Figure 5 Sample of control message send by to health monitor to each Chariot component 

 

Figure 6 Expected response from a healthy service. 

 

Figure 7 Health monitoring service configuration sample 
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4.3.5.5 IoT Device Management  

In order to be able to effectively manage and monitor the IoT devices linked with the CHARIOT platform, as 
mentioned previously, functionality has been added to store IoT device network information by using the 
Topology service to persist it in a decentralized manner on the Fog Node. The topology, policy management and 
other engine configuration is made by using the IoTL Domain Specific Language. This language represents all 
the configuration details as stored by the CHARIOT Fog Node. As such, the goal is to utilize this common 
communication language to synchronize the distributed representation of the IoT network across fog nodes. An 
example showcasing a request to add a new zone and the subsequent response from the topology service, 
utilizing the IoTL language can be found below. 

 

Figure 8 Example request on topology service using IoTL 

 

Figure 9 Response of topology service 
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5 Validation of Requirements & Component Technical Testing 

The components described in the previous chapter of this deliverable have been integrated with the CHARIOT 
platform. To ensure their operational status, technical testing use cases are described for each component. These 
can be found below, with each section representing a major CHARIOT component. The table also includes which 
requirements these functional tests cover and the necessary steps to be executed to achieve the desired result.  

5.1 Test cases 
Table 7: Test Cases Components 

Component URL 

Chariot Dashboard http://<dashboard> /chariotdashboard/Home/Index 

Security Engine https://chariot.platform.local:5000/sendFirmwareFile 

Grafana http://admin.chariot.platform.local/ 

Jaeger http://jaegertracing.chariot.platform.local/  

Portainer http://chariot.platform.local/manager/#/auth  

NodeRED http://integration.chariot.platform.local/  

 

5.1.1 Operation Dashboard 

Table 8: Operational Dashboard Test Cases Components 

Case Id CASE_OP_01 

Description The CHARIOT Administrator can view collected health statistics. 

Steps to verify Open Health Monitoring dashboard on Grafana.  

The Health Monitoring dashboard requires the following components to be functional: 
● Grafana 

about:blank
https://chariot.platform.local:5000/sendFirmwareFile
http://admin.chariot.platform.local/
http://jaegertracing.chariot.platform.local/
http://chariot.platform.local/manager/#/auth
http://integration.chariot.platform.local/
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● InfluxDB 
● Southbound Broker 
● Health Monitor 

Requirement CP_PR_01, CP_PR_04 

Case Id CASE_OP_02 

Description The CHARIOT Administrator can view collected server stats. 

Verifying Method Open Server Status dashboard on Grafana. 

 

The Server Status dashboard requires the following components to be functional: 
● Grafana 
● InfluxDB 
● Netdata 

      

Requirement CP_FR_12 

Case Id CASE_OP_03 

Description The CHARIOT Administrator can view collected alert stats 
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Verifying Method Open Alerts dashboard on Grafana. 

 

The Platform Alerts dashboard requires the following components to be functional: 
● Grafana 
● InfluxDB 
● Alerts Listener 

 

Requirement SSE_FR_04 

Case Id CASE_OP_04 

Description The CHARIOT Administrator can view collected service execution stats. 

Verifying Method Open Service Statistics dashboard on Grafana. 
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The Service Statistics dashboard requires the following components to be functional: 
● Grafana 
● InfluxDB 
● Jaeger distributed tracing service. 

 

Requirement CP_FR_16 

Case Id CASE_OP_05 

Description The CHARIOT Administrator can define a new platform alert. 

Verifying Method Steps to define new alert: 
1. Choose one dashboard 
2. Right click at target panel and choose to edit it. 
3. Choose the last option (See the screenshot) 
4. Here you can define a new Alert. 

 

Requirement DAS_FR_05 

 

5.1.2 Docker Admin Panel 

Table 9: Docker Admin Panel Test Cases Components 

Case Id CASE_DD_01 

Description The CHARIOT Administrator must be able to manage the swarm cluster. 

Steps to verify Steps to view the cluster: 
1. Select swarm menu item. 
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2. Click on Cluster visualizer. 

 

Requirement CP_FR_13 – View cluster info 

Case Id CASE_DD_02 

Description The CHARIOT Administrator must be able to view all installed services. 

Verifying Method Choose container menu item to view all the installed services. 

 

Requirement CP_FR_13 – Start / Stop containers 

Case Id CASE_DD_03 

Description The CHARIOT Administrator must be able to start, stop and restart a service (container). 
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Verifying Method 

 

Requirement CP_FR_13 – Manage a container 

Case Id CASE_DD_04 

Description The CHARIOT Administrator must be able to view service (container) logs. 

Verifying Method 

 

Requirement CP_FR_13 – View container logs 

Case Id CASE_DD_05 

Description The CHARIOT Administrator must be able to view (container) stats. 
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Verifying Method 

 

Requirement CP_FR_13 – View container statistics 

 

5.1.3 Jaeger Distributed Tracing Service 

Table 10: Jaeger Distributed Tracing Service Test Cases 

Case Id CASE_JT_01 

Description The CHARIOT Developer is be able to view all the collected trace be Jaeger. 

Steps to verify 

 

Requirement CP_FR_16 – View a list of operation traces 

Case Id CASE_JT_02 

Description The CHARIOT Developer is able to view detailed analysis of spent time on each step. 
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Verifying Method 

 

Requirement CP_FR_16 

Case Id CASE_JT_03 

Description The CHARIOT Developer is able to follow operation traces on the platform. 

Verifying Method 

 

Requirement CP_FR_16 

Case Id CASE_JT_04 

Description The CHARIOT developer is able to compare different traceσ 
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Verifying Method 

 

Requirement CP_FR_16 

Case Id CASE_JT_05 

Description Verify connection with Southbound Dispatcher 

Verifying Method STEP 1. Open Publish message flow. 

STEP 2. Locate node named southbound. 

STEP 3. Connected flag should be visible. 

Requirement Test imported data from live data stream. 

 

5.1.4 NodeRED 

Table 11: NodeRED Test Cases  

Case Id CASE_NODE_01 

Description Verify connection with Southbound Dispatcher 

Steps to verify 1. Open Publish message flow. 
2. Locate node named southbound. 
3. Connected flag should be visible. 

Requirement Send message to the Southbound Dispatcher 

Case Id CASE_NODE_02 

Description Send live sensor measurements to the platform by using the testing page  

Verifying Method STEP 1. Open page http://integration.chariot.platform.local/upload 

STEP 2. Click Browse… button and choose your excel file with the latest values 

STEP 3. Click Submit 

STEP 4. After some time, you should see a success message 

Requirement Test import data from live data stream. 

Case Id CASE_NODE_03 

http://integration.chariot.platform.local/upload
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Description Send live sensor values using curl. 

Verifying Method Execute the following command: 
curl --location --request POST 
'http://integration.chariot.platform.local/uploadsimple_post' \ 

--form 'myFile=@/<path to excel>/AIA_BMS_final.xlsm' 

Requirement Integration of an external BMS 

 

 

5.1.5 Southbound Listener 

Table 12: Southbound Listener Test Cases 

Case Id CASE_SL_01 

Description Message received from PANTHORA Gateway and forwarded to the engines. 

Steps to verify STEP 1: Configure PANTHORA to send messages to the CHARIOT platform, set MQTT broker 

and listening topic. 

STEP 2: Subscribe to engine respective topic and wait for a new message.  The following example 

is for the privacy engine. 

mosquitto_sub -h <chariot_platform_host> -p 1883 -t privacy 

Requirement  

Case Id CASE_ SL_02 

Description Saves message at local database. 

Verifying Method STEP 1: Configure PANTHORA to send messages to the CHARIOT platform, set MQTT broker 

and listening topic. 

STEP 2: Query local storage for new values. 

curl --location --request GET 

'http://chariot.platform.local/storage/query?pretty=true&db=fog_log

s&q=SELECT%20sensor_id,%20hum,%20temp%20FROM%20%22message%22%20%20W

HERE%20%22sensor_id%22%20%3D%20%27device_52806c75c3f1_Sensor4%27%20

&rp=awesome_policy' 

STEP 3: (Optional) Use operational dashboard to query local storage. 

Requirement CP_FR_05 

Case Id CASE_SL_03 

Description Save the message at IBM Cloudant. 

Verifying Method STEP 1: Get organization id, device id and token from Watson Platform. 

STEP 2: Open Chariot Platform configuration and enable message forwarding to Watson IoT 

{ 

  …, 

  "watson_iot": { 
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    "enabled": true, 

    "client": { 

        "identity": { 

            "orgId": "<ibm-watson-org-id>", 

            "typeId": "southbound-dispatcher", 

            "deviceId": "<watson-device-id>" 

        }, 

        "auth": { 

            "token": "<watson-token>" 

        } 

    } 

  }, 

  …, 

} 

STEP 3: Restart Southbound dispatcher to start forwarding messages to the Watson service. 

Requirement CP_FR_09 

Case Id CASE_SL_04 

Description Prepare messages for the engines. 

Verifying Method STEP 1: Subscribe to engine respective topic and wait for a new message.  Following example is 

for safety engine. 

mosquitto_sub -h <chariot_platform_host> -p 1883 -t safety 

STEP 2: View a message and verify its format. 

{"package_id": "54bb9c96-d28a-4d5a-8f73-f76f232fc44d", "timestamp": 
"2020-04-27T14:57:48.085656", "value": {"temp": 14.986107418143826, 
"hum": 11.384265530159418}, "sensor_id": 
"device_52806c75c3fa_Sensor1", "uber-trace-id": 
"86afcb49d671ceea:dbd8c59cd949549b:45c9b60c0f37de3f:1"} 

Requirement CP_NFR_05 

 

5.1.6 Alert Service and Listener 

Table 13: Alert Service and Listener Test Cases 

Case Id CASE_AS_01 

Description Send a custom alert 

Steps to verify  STEP 1: Send a custom alert. 

mosquitto_pub -h <chariot_platform_host> -p 1884  -t "alerts" -m 
'{"id": "3ab0e795-78da-433d-8cec-0e84300a688b", "timestamp": 
"'$(date '+%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S.%6N')'", "message": "Custom raised 
alert", "name": "custom_alert_type", "sensor_id": 
"device_52806c75c3fd_Sensor05", "severity": 100}' 

Requirement Verify alerts are processed by the platform. 
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Case Id CASE_AS_02 

Description Query on stored alerts. 

Verifying Method 
Execute the following command: 
 
curl --location --request GET 'http://chariot.platform.local/alerts' 

Requirement Administrator can view older raised alerts. 

Case Id CASE_AS_03 

Description Query alerts raised for a specific sensor. 

Verifying Method 
Execute the following command: 
 
curl --location --request GET 
'http://chariot.platform.local/alerts/sensor/gateway_049162647A43 
?page=0&page_size=10' 

Requirement Administrator can view older raised alerts for a specific sensor. 

Case Id CASE_AS_04 

Description Get the frequency of raised alerts over the time. 

Verifying Method 
Execute the following command: 
 
curl --location --request GET 'http://chariot.platform.local/alerts/overtime 
?from=2020-04-01T12:46:52.088732928Z&to=2020-04-
15T12:47:05.160934912Z&interval=6h' 

Requirement View alert frequency 

 

5.1.7 Topology Service 

Table 14: Topology Service Test cases 

Case Id CASE_TOP_01 

Description Define a new network topology for region design studio 

Steps to verify STEP 1: Define a region called ‘designstudio’ 

curl --location --request POST 

'http://chariot.platform.local/topology/iotl/command' \ 

--header 'Accept: application/json' \ 

--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 

--data-raw '{ 

  "command_text": "define ZONE designstudio --params 

{\"zone_image_url\": \"\", \"floor\": 0.0}\n" 

} 

' 

STEP 2: Define a gateway called ‘gateway_049162647A43’ 
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curl --location --request POST 

'http://chariot.platform.local/topology/iotl/command' \ 

--header 'Accept: application/json' \ 

--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 

--data-raw '{ 

  "command_text": "define GATEWAY gateway_049162647A43 --params 

{\"detected\": \"2020-04-13T10:01:14.204944\", \"pubkey_type\": 

\"None\"}\n" 

} 

' 

STEP 3: Define a sensor called ‘device_52806c75c3f1_Sensor4’ 

curl --location --request POST 

'http://chariot.platform.local/topology/iotl/command' \ 

--header 'Accept: application/json' \ 

--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 

--data-raw '{ 

  "command_text": "define SENSOR device_52806c75c3f1_Sensor4 --

params {\"detected\": \"2020-04-23T12:09:27.123949\"}\n" 

} 

' 

STEP 4: Register to design studio 

curl --location --request POST 

'http://chariot.platform.local/topology/iotl/command' \ 

--header 'Accept: application/json' \ 

--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 

--data-raw '{ 

  "command_text": "register device_52806c75c3f1_Sensor4 -> 

designstudio\nregister gateway_049162647A43 -> 

designstudio\register device_52806c75c3f1_Sensor4 -> 

gateway_049162647A43" 

}' 

Requirement SSE_FR_01, SSE_FR_02 

Case Id CASE_ TOP_02 

Description Define a new privacy sensitive sensor 

Verifying Method STEP 1: Post command to set a sensor as privacy sensitive. 

curl --location --request POST 'http://chariot.platform.local 

/iotl/command' \ 

--header 'Accept: application/json' \ 

--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 

--data-raw '{ 

  "command_text": "define SENSOR device_52806c75c3fd_S1 --params 

{\"privacySensitive\": 1.0, \"x\": 20.0, \"y\": 40.0, \"loc_x\": 
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20.0, \"loc_y\": 40.0, \"gateway_name\": \"BMS\"}\nregister 

device_52806c75c3fd_S1 -> designstudio\n" 

}' 

Requirement PE_FR_07 

Case Id CASE_ TOP_03 

Description Set sensor’s data access level. 

Verifying Method STEP 1: Set access permission to allow 

curl --location --request POST 

'http://api.chariot.platform.local/devices/sensor/acl/ 

device_52806c75c3f1_Sensor4' \ 

--header 'Accept: application/json' \ 

--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 

--data-raw '{ 

  "entity_id": "gateway_049162647A43", 

  "rule": "ALLOW" 

}' 

STEP 2: Set access permission to deny 

curl --location --request POST 'http://chariot.platform.local 

/devices/sensor/acl/device_52806c75c3f1_Sensor4' \ 

--header 'Accept: application/json' \ 

--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 

--data-raw '{ 

  "entity_id": "gateway_049162647A43", 

  "rule": "DENY" 

}' 

Requirement PE_FR_07 

Case Id CASE_ TOP_04 

Description Define a new privacy sensitive data scheme, add it to the expected schema of a sensor. 

Verifying Method STEP 1: Send command to create a new private schema. 

curl -X POST \ 

   http://chariot.platform.local/iotl/command \ 

      -d '{ 

      "command_text": "schema EmployeeID --pattern \"\\d{4}-

\\d{4}\" --private" 

    }' 

STEP 2: Assign this schema to a sensor. 

curl -X POST \ 

   http://chariot.platform.local/iotl/command \ 

      -d '{ 
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      "command_text": "expect device_52806c75c3fd_Sensor04 

EmployeeID" 

    }' 

Requirement PE_FR_07, PE_FR_02 

Case Id CASE_ TOP_05 

Description Get ACL 

Verifying Method STEP 1: Get command to retrieve access control list for sensor called 

"gateway_049162647A43". 

curl --location --request GET 

"http://chariot.platform.local/topology/devices/sensor/acl/gateway_

049162647A43" \ 

--header 'Accept: application/json' \ 

--header 'Content-Type: application/json' 

Requirement PE_FR_07 

Case Id CASE_ TOP_06 

Description Get a region IoTL representation 

Verifying Method STEP 1: Get command to retrieve network representation. 

curl --location --request GET "http://chariot.platform.local 

/topology/iotl/model?zone=designstudio" \ 

  --header 'Accept: application/json' \ 

  --header 'Content-Type: application/json' 

Requirement SSE_FR_01, SSE_FR_02 

5.1.8 Health Service 

Table 15: Health Service Test Cases 

Case Id CASE_HS_01 

Description View service health status 

Steps to verify Open Health Monitoring on operational dashboard. 

Requirement Administrator can check if all services are up and running 

Case Id CASE_HS_02 

Description Query collected health statistics for every service. 

Verifying Method 
curl --location --request GET 'http://chariot.platform.local/health' 

Requirement The administrator can view health statistics 

Case Id CASE_HS_03 

Description Query service health stats for a specific service. 
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Verifying Method 
curl --location --request GET 'http://chariot.platform.local/health/southbound-
dispatcher' 

Requirement The administrator can view health statistics for a specific service 

Case Id CASE_HS_04 

Description View health check actions 

Verifying Method 
curl --location --request GET 'http://chariot.platform.local/health/southbound-
dispatcher/logs?page=0&page_size=10' 

Requirement Administrator can view the outcome of the health check action. 

Case Id CASE_HS_05 

Description Check the availability status of a service over time. 

Verifying Method 
curl --location --request GET 'http://chariot.platform.local/health/southbound-
dispatcher/availability?interval=1d' 

Requirement Administrator can view the availability status for a service over time. 

5.1.9 Northbound Service 

Table 16: Northbound Service Test Cases 

Case Id CASE_NOS_01 

Description Expose all system APIs to external systems 

Steps to verify Step 1: Every call to the Chariot platform must use Northbound API to navigate the 
request to the correct microservice. 

Requirement CP_FR_04 

Case Id CASE_NOS_01 

Description View message from CHARIOT 

Steps to verify Step 1: Subscribe to listen messages for gateway called “gateway_049162647A43”. 

mosquitto_sub -h 172.16.76.4 -p 1884 -t gateway_049162647A43/# -v 

Step 2: If the gateway was configured without encryption the expected output will be 
similar to the following figure. 
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Requirement PE_FR_08 

Case Id CASE_NOS_02 

Description Retrieve real-time alerts 

Verifying Method Step 1: Subscribe to listen to alerts from the Chariot Platform. 

mosquitto_sub -h 172.16.76.4 -p 1884 -t alerts/# -v 

Step 2: The following figure depicted the result from the step 1. 

 

Requirement CP_FR_07 

Case Id CASE_NOS_03 

Description Retrieve messages from PANTHORA regarding firmware update status 

Verifying Method Step 1: Subscribe to listen to alerts from the Chariot Platform. 

mosquitto_sub -h 172.16.76.4 -p 1884 -t firmware/# -v 

Requirement DAS_FR_04 

 

5.1.10 Dashboard 

Table 17: Dashboard Test Cases 

Case Id CASE_DAS_01 

Description Insert new sensor or remove an existing one: From the dashboard, the user needs to 
navigate to Settings/Sensor Management and provide the necessary information, and 
click “Add Sensor” or “Remove Sensor” 

Steps to verify If correct, a popup will appear saying “Sensor Added” or “Sensor Updated” or “Sensor 
Removed”. In case of failure the appropriate message will appear as well. 

Requirement DAS_FR_04 

Case Id CASE_ DAS _02 

Description Update Firmware: Settings/Firmware Management: Update the firmware of a device 
by selecting it and uploading the new firmware in the form of .bin file.  
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Verifying Method The process is visible through a workflow diagram where each step is highlighted with 
green after its completion and with red if something goes wrong. The appropriate 
message will also appear in a popup window.  

Required to have .bin file with the new firmware 

Requirement DAS_FR_04 

Case Id CASE_DAS_03 

Description Room Monitoring: Visualise sensor data of a selected zone in the form of graphs.  

Verifying Method After selecting a zone, its sensors along with their data should appear on the screen.  

A diagram showing the connectivity of the sensors with the gateway along with sensors’ 
real-time values. If something goes wrong the user will be notified by a popup window. 

Requirement DAS_FR_01, DAS_FR_02 

Case Id CASE_DAS_04 

Description Simulation Execution. Mass sensor data can be generated. Can be performed via the 
Room Monitoring screen by choosing the Data button on the upper right corner of the 
screen.  

Verifying Method When the data is generated click the refresh button (next to the Data button) in order 
for the screen to load the generated data. 

Requirement DAS_NFR_01 

Case Id CASE_DAS_05 

Description Data Filtering. The user can limit sensor data that appear in the Dashboard. User should 
be able to visualize historical data 

Verifying Method From the top right corner, the user can choose the time period from which (choose 
dates) the sensor data should be presented in the Dashboard 

Requirement DAS_FR_05 

Case Id CASE_DAS_06 

Description Export Dashboard. User can export Dashboard information.  

Verifying Method User can export the information presented in the Dashboard in an .xml or .pdf format 

by choosing the appropriate option in the top right corner of the screen. 
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Requirement DAS_FR_06 

Case Id CASE_DAS_07 

Description Check the status of the CHARIOT components.   

Verifying Method The user can check whether the Engines are “Active” or “Inactive” via the ”Health 
Monitoring Dashboard” 

Requirement DAS_FR_09 

Case Id CASE_DAS_08 

Description Accessible via different type of devices. 

Verifying Method The end-user can access the Dashboard from all known web browsers on a laptop, any 
monitor size of a desktop PC, tablet and smartphone, no matter the operating system. 

Requirement DAS_NFR_03 

 

5.1.11 Blockchain Services 

Table 18: Blockchain Services Test Cases 

Case Id CASE_ΒΚ_01 

Description The blockchain component of CHARIOT should properly validate IoT sensor software 
updates that have been registered with the blockchain 

Steps to verify Navigate to the CHARIOT dashboard and attempt to upload a properly formatted and 
versioned software update to an IoT sensor of the CHARIOT system 

Requirement The software update should be fulfilled successfully, meaning that it has been properly 
validated by the blockchain component 

Case Id CASE_ΒΚ_02 

Description The blockchain component of CHARIOT should properly invalidate any IoT sensor 
software updates that have been previously registered and installed via the blockchain. 

Verifying Method Navigate to the CHARIOT dashboard and attempt to upload a properly formatted and 
versioned software update to an IoT sensor that has been installed previously through 
the dashboard 

Requirement The software update should fail and raise an alert indicating that the blockchain check 
did not pass 

Case Id CASE_ΒΚ_03 

Description The blockchain component of CHARIOT should properly invalidate any malicious IoT 
sensor software updates that have not been properly registered on the blockchain 

Verifying Method Attempt to transmit a software update directly to the gateway without interacting with 
the blockchain of CHARIOT 

Requirement The software update should fail and raise an alert as it will be cut off by the blockchain 
validation mechanism 
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Case Id CASE_ΒΚ_04 

Description The blockchain component of CHARIOT should properly invalidate any Man-in-the-
Middle attacks or corruptions that may occur on the software payload during its 
transmission from the user to the device 

Verifying Method Navigate to the CHARIOT dashboard, upload a properly formatted and versioned 
software update to an IoT sensor and hijack the connection on purpose to transmit 
either a corrupted or different software update 

Requirement The software update should fail and raise an alert indicating that the blockchain check 
did not pass 

Case Id CASE_ΒΚ_05 

Description Whenever a new sensor connects to the CHARIOT gateway, it should be validated with 
the blockchain and encrypted communication should be performed normally if the 
sensor’s identity exists on the blockchain 

Verifying Method Add a new sensor to the gateway using the correct installation tools and register it on 
the gateway 

Requirement Sensor readings should be visible on the dashboard indicating that the encrypted 
communication channel has been established and that the blockchain check has passed 

Case Id CASE_ΒΚ_06 

Description If a sensor without a blockchain identity attempts to connect to the CHARIOT gateway, 
an alert should be raised 

Verifying Method Attempt to initiate a connection with the CHARIOT gateway via an unregistered IoT 
sensor 

Requirement An alert should be raised on the CHARIOT dashboard that indicates someone attempted 
to maliciously communicate with the CHARIOT gateway 

Case Id CASE_ΒΚ_07 

Description If a valid administrator that has been specified during the blockchain’s initialization 
attempts to interact with the blockchain, the interaction should be conducted 
successfully 

Verifying Method Attempt to create a new administrator identity with an administrator keypair specified 
at the blockchain’s launch 

Requirement The action should succeed and be properly logged on the blockchain instance for audit 
purposes 

Case Id CASE_ΒΚ_08 

Description If an inexistent administrator or an administrator with insufficient privileges attempts 
to conduct an action on the blockchain, the action should fail 

Verifying Method Attempt to create a transaction on the blockchain with a keypair of an administrator 
that is not registered or of an administrator with insufficient privileges 

Requirement The action should fail and be properly logged on the blockchain instance for audit 
purposes 
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Case Id CASE_ΒΚ_09 

Description If a correct administrator with an incorrect signature attempts to carry out an action on 
the blockchain, the action should fail 

Verifying Method Attempt to conduct a transaction on the blockchain with an existing administrator but 
an incorrect nonce or completely different signature 

Requirement The action should fail and be properly logged on the blockchain instance for audit 
purposes 

 

5.1.12 Safety Engine 

Table 19: Safety Engine Test Cases 

Case Id CASE_SSE_01 

Description Plug a model and enforce it 

Steps to verify STEP 1: Plug a model to a message stream. 

curl -X POST \ 

   http://chariot.platform.local/iotl/command \ 

      -d '{ 

      "command_text": " plug gateway_049162647A43_ain01 

adbasic (gateway_049162647A43)" 

    }' 

STEP 2: Enforce plug model rule. 

curl -X POST \ 

   http://chariot.platform.local/iotl/command \ 

      -d '{ 

      "command_text": "enforce gateway_049162647A43_ain01" 

    }' 

Requirement SSE_FR_03, SSE_FR_08 

Case Id CASE_SSE_02 

Description Enforce a policy 

Verifying Method STEP 2: Enforce plug model rule. 

curl -X POST \ 

  http://chariot.platform.local/iotl/command \ 

  -d '{ 

    "command_text": "enforce [gateway_049162647A43_ain07 < 2000]" 

  }' 

Requirement SSE_FR_03 
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5.1.13 Security Engine 

Table 20: Security Engine Test Cases 

Case Id CASE_SEC_01 (Heuristics based firmware security checking) 

Description During Firmware update pushing, the Security Engine is able to detect all eventual 
anomalies as a deviation from the usual pattern whenever a new firmware is going to 
be installed on a sensor. The engine releases a response that indicates if the firmware 
behaves as expected and certifies it as not compromised. Security Engine compares the 
firmware in several phases: function extraction, function diffing, vulnerability 
highlighting (by signature identification) and output of a final score that states its level 
of security. The security of firmware will be checked to ensure that only approved 
firmware is operating, thus blocking untrusted updates. Heuristic checks can ensure the 
detection of altered firmware each time a firmware update is requested. 

Verifying Method Step 1: Pushing of a non-binary file (non-firmware, random .txt file). Firmware is 

rejected by the Security Engine. 

Step 2: Incorrect or not set Firmware version. Firmware is rejected by the Security 
Engine. 

Step 3: Second release of firmware is very different from the first one. Firmware is 

rejected by the Security Engine due to a bad score of confidence. 

Step 4: Second release of firmware has a similar behaviour with the first one. Security 

Engine rates a good score of confidence. 

Requirement SEB_FR_02 - CHARIOT shall provide a firmware anti-tampering functionality.    

SEB_FR_03 - The propagation of any firmware threats inside the IoT components must 
be absolutely avoided. 

SEB_FR_05 - The Security Engine must produce a score to rate the firmware being 
checked 

SEB_FR_06 - Non-approved firmware updates must be blocked 

Case Id CASE_SEC_02 (Check offline analysis contracts) 

Description During the software update process, the security engine extracts the static code 
analysis results (meta-data) from the firmware binary as inserted earlier at the binary 
compilation stage. The extracted static code analysis results and their contracts are 
then cross-referenced with a security policy that dictates the tolerated static code 
analysis limits and if the firmware passes these limits the subsequent vulnerability 
detection will be initiated. 

Verifying Method Step 1: Firmware rejected due to meta data binary vulnerability. 

Step 2: No binary vulnerability at meta data level is raised, firmware is passed for 
subsequent vulnerability detection. 

Requirement SEB_FR_02 - CHARIOT shall provide a firmware anti-tampering functionality.    

SEB_FR_03 - The propagation of any firmware threats inside the IoT components must 
be absolutely avoided. 

SEB_FR_06 - Non-approved firmware updates must be blocked 
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SEB_FR_04 - Automated security raising alerts for any security threats or anomalous 
code in firmware. 

Case Id CASE_SEC_03 (Vulnerability Detection) 

Description The heuristic approach feature (by analyzing the instruction pattern and calculating 
their change within the different versions) is combined with preventive researching of 
vulnerabilities (Arbitrary Memory Access, Buffer Overflows, Format String 
Vulnerabilities) by searching code signatures for the target architecture that may lead 
to security issues. Security Engine indicates when a vulnerability is detected, firmware 
is marked as tampered and not secure. Through a warning message management 
mechanism, an alert status is sent to the Dashboard (after published to the Southbound 
Dispatcher). Based on that response, security operators will take subsequent actions 
for further detailed analysis and troubleshooting 

Verifying Method Step 1: Firmware rejected due to Buffer Overflows vulnerability and complete 
information are sent to dashboard for further detailed analysis. 

Step 2: Firmware rejected due to Format String vulnerability and complete information 
are sent to dashboard for further detailed analysis. 

Step 3: Firmware rejected due to Arbitrary Memory Access vulnerability and complete 
information are sent to dashboard for further detailed analysis. 

Step 4: No potential vulnerability is detected, the firmware pass the security check. 

Requirement SEB_FR_02 - CHARIOT shall provide a firmware anti-tampering functionality.    

SEB_FR_03 - The propagation of any firmware threats inside the IoT components must 
be absolutely avoided. 

SEB_FR_06 - Non-approved firmware updates must be blocked 

SEB_FR_04 - Automated security raising alerts for any security threats or anomalous 
code in firmware. 

Case Id CASE_SEC_04 (Integrity check by Blockchain signature) 

Description During a firmware update, the software signature is registered on the CHARIOT 
blockchain instance and when the software payload reaches the CHARIOT gateway and 
requests the software signature from the embedded blockchain-enabled SoM (System 
on Module), it is retrieved from the blockchain instance. The method of registration 
includes a nonce-based system to nullify replay-attacks. 

Verifying Method Step 1: Firmware hash mismatch (bad hash for this firmware). The Firmware is rejected 

by the Blockchain. 

Step 2: Firmware hash already used (old/outdated good firmware). The Firmware is 

rejected by the Blockchain. 

Step 3: Good Firmware, new and valid hash registered in the blockchain. Firmware 

upgraded successfully. 

Requirement SEB_FR_01 - The software signature of firmware updates must be securely relayed to 
the CHARIOT gateway, prohibiting any type of tampering mid-flight. 
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5.1.14 Privacy Engine 

Table 21: Privacy Engine Test Cases 

Case Id CASE_PE_01 

Description Process message from sensor without access control list. 

Steps to verify Step 1. Clone repository https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-fog-node  

Step 2. Go to folder examples/random-generator 

Step 3. Edit file config.json to configure IoT traffic simulator. Add a sensor without any 
ACL defined. 

Step 4. Privacy engine should raise an error “Package from sensor ‘….’ Is not allowed to 
be delivered to anyone”  

Requirement PE_FR_04 

Case Id CASE_PE_02 

Description Process message from sensor with access control list, but to a recipient with an 
unconfigured encryption key. 

Verifying Method Step 1. Ensure Step 1 - 3 from CASE_PE_01 was executed. 

Step 2. Follow instruction on CASE_ TOP_03 to define a new ACL for your sensor 

Step 3. Remove parameter “pubkey_type” from gateway sensor 

Step 4. Privacy engine should raise an error for non-configured encryption policy 

Requirement PE_FR_04 

Case Id CASE_PE_03 

Description Process message from sensitive marked sensor. 

Steps to verify Step 1. Follow instruction on CASE_ TOP_02 to define a privacy sensitive sensor. 

Step 2. Privacy engine should raise a warning every time a message received from the 
specified sensor. 

Requirement PE_FR_06 

Case Id CASE_PE_04 

Description Check for privacy data by using data schema. 

Verifying Method Step 1. Follow instruction on CASE_ TOP_04 to add a new privacy schema to your 
selected sensor. 

Step 2. Privacy engine should raise a warning every time a received message match the 
privacy sensitive marked format and the message is originated for sensor that wasn’t 
expected. 

Requirement PE_FR_02 

      

https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-fog-node
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6 Technologies Applied to the Cognitive Platform 

The components outlined in section 4.3, were mainly implemented using open source technologies and 
platforms. These selections are summarized in the following sections. 

6.2 Communication Layer 

6.2.1 Message Queue – Mosquitto 

As mentioned previously, the CHARIOT platform uses two form of communication: 

● Events 
● Request – Response 

For the latter one we are adopting HTTP following the REST principles that provide a simple but powerful 
solution. OpenAPI25 which is a standard, language-agnostic interface description for REST APIs, will be used to 
describe the components’ APIs. 

For the Event-based form of communication, we have selected the MQTT protocol which is a lightweight 
publish/subscribe messaging protocol. Table 4 below, presents a comparison of the most popular alternative 
options for an MQTT broker. This list is of course not exhaustive and includes systems with which the 
development team had prior experience. 

Table 22: Comparison between MQTT implementation 

Implementation Advantages Disadvantages 

Mosquitto Open source, most of the partners are 
proficient, support for TLS with client certificate-
based authentication, very lightweight 
implementation, low resource footprint. 

Centralized, does not support 
MQTT v5.0 (it is expected in new 
versions). 

RabbitMQ26 Open source, distributed. Missing of QoS2, does not support 
MQTT natively, heavyweight 
implementation. 

EMQ27 Open source, distributed, support for TLS with 
client certificate-based authentication, support 
different IoT protocols. 

Immature implementation, 
heavyweight implementation.  

VerneMQ28 Open source, support for TLS with client 
certificate-based authentication, distributed. 

Immature implementation, 
heavyweight implementation. 

Among the above popular MQTT implementations, Mosquitto was selected for the implementation of the 
Communication Layer. The Communication Layer implements the MQTT protocol using Mosquitto which is an 
open source (EPL/EDL licensed) message broker that implements versions 3.1 and 3.1.1 of the protocol. 
Mosquitto is light thus suitable for use on all devices. 

Mosquitto provides a library in C for implementing MQTT clients, and command lines (mosquitto_pub and 
mosquitto_sub) which can be used in the interaction with the MQTT broker. These are simple command line 

 
25 https://www.openapis.org/ 
26 http://www.rabbitmq.com/ 
27 https://www.emqx.io/ 
28 https://vernemq.com/ 
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programs used to publish messages and subscribe to messages respectively and can be used in the development 
phase to easily interact with the broker and perform basic testing. 

For the time being the platform only supports MQTT as the communication protocol, so Mosquitto is the best 
solution. 

The following list summarizes the main capabilities of Mosquitto. 

● Incubated by Eclipse foundation 
● Licenses: Eclipse Distribution License 1.0 (BSD) & Eclipse Public License 1.0 
● Official docker images 
● Active community 
● Various implementations for clients 

It is worth mentioning that after the initial version of the cognitive platform, CHARIOT’s technical team is 
considering using the EMQX as a message broker in order to support additional IoT message protocols besides 
MQTT. EMQX supports many IoT communication protocols which we are also considering supporting in the final 
version of the platform, such as MQTT v5, MQTT v3, CoAP, LwM2M 1.1 and LoraWAN. 

6.2.2 Integration Service – NodeRED 

For the Integration Service contained in the CHARIOT platform, IBM’s NodeRED was used. NodeRED is a flow 
based visual editor, providing a web interface which allows integration of IoT components and functionalities 
in a seamless manner. Users can use the easy-to-use user interface to create simple or complex flows by making 
use of the component pallete to create connections between hardware devices and services. In the example 
shown in the figure below, the NodeRED integration service was used parse messages from the AIA Living Lab 
environment, containing excel files. The flow encapsulates the message payload onto a message, which is then 
converted JSON.  

 

Figure 10 Sample flow for AIA 
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6.3 Storage Layer 

6.3.1 Local time-series storage – InfuxDB 

IoT data is time series data. Thus, all data received from the various sensors need to be stored in a time series 
database (TSDB). TSDB is a software system that is optimized for handling arrays of numbers indexed by time29. 
The following table presents several database systems that are optimized for handling time series data and the 
development team had prior experience with them. The last column represents the ranking of each database 
system at the moment of writing this document. Over the time, this ranking change. 

Table 23: Various Time-Series Database Systems 

Name License Language Containerized SDKs Grafana30 Ranking31 

Atlas Apache License 
2.0 

Scala  Rest API * with 
plugin 

N/A 

InfluxDB MIT. Chronograf 
AGPLv3, 
Clustering 
Commercial 

Go  Python, JS, Go  1 

Prometheus Apache License 
2.0 

Go  Python, JS, Go  5 

Riak-TS Apache License 
2.0 

Erlang  Erlang  15 

OpenTSDB GPLv3+ Java  Python, Go  6 

In the following list some time-series database systems are described: 

● Atlas was primarily created to address issues with scale and query capability32. 
● InfluxDB33 is an open-source time series database. It is optimized for fast, high-availability storage and 

retrieval of time series data. It tackles with fields such as operations monitoring, application metrics, 
Internet of Things sensor data, and real-time analytics.34  

● Prometheus is an open-source system monitoring and alerting toolkit originally built at SoundCloud. 
Prometheus has a very active and large community of developers and users. It is now a standalone open 
source project. “Prometheus joined the Cloud Native Computing Foundation in 2016 as the second 
hosted project, after Kubernetes.”35 

● Riak TS is a distributed NoSQL database optimized for time series data. It offers faster reads and writes 
having as a result to store and query in an easier way. Like Riak KV, Riak TS is highly available, scalable, 
and easy to operate at scale.36 

● OpenTSDB is a scalable time series database built on top of Hadoop and HBase. 

 
29 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_series_database 
30 https://grafana.com 
31 https://db-engines.com/en/ranking/time+series+dbms 
32 https://github.com/Netflix/atlas/wiki/Overview 
33 https://www.influxdata.com/ 
34 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/InfluxDB 
35 https://prometheus.io/docs/introduction/overview/ 
36 http://basho.com/products/riak-ts/ 
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Considering the large community of the InfluxDB, the short time to value, the real-time capabilities as the native 
support of developing language, the dev team selected to use InfluxDB as the primary time-series database. 

6.3.2 Local document storage – MongoDB 

MongoDB is a free and open-source cross-platform document-oriented database program. Classified as a 
NoSQL database program, MongoDB uses JSON-like documents with schemata.37 The following list describe 
features of MongoDB. 

● Ad hoc queries: You can search by field; range query and it also supports regular expression searches. 
● Indexing: You can index any field in a document. 
● Replication: Supports Master Slave replication. A Master performs “Reads” and “Writes” and a Slave 

copies data from the master. The copies can only be used for reads or back up (not writes) 
● Load balancing: Because of data placed in fragments, MongoDB offers an automatic load balancing 

configuration. 
● File storage: “MongoDB can be used as a file system with load balancing and data replication features 

over multiple machines for storing files.” 38 This function, called Grid File System, is included with 
MongoDB drivers which stores files. MongoDB exposes functions for file manipulation and content to 
developers. 

● Aggregation: For batch processing of data and aggregation operations, MapReduce can be used. 
MapReduce is nothing but an associated implementation for processing and generating big data sets 
with the parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster. 

● Transactions: An operation on a single document is atomic. In cases where atomicity and consistency 
have to be maintained in several documents, MongoDB is capable to perform multi-document 
transactions against replica sets. 

MongoDB was selected to be used in the CHARIOT Cognitive platform to provide a document database for 
storing shared data between the engines, e.g. raised alerts, configuration data, network topology information.  
Mongo provides official SDKs for a plethora of programming language as Python, Java, C++, C# and JavaScript 
and moreover there are a lot community backed SDKs. Thus, its adoption by the Engines is straightforward, 
regardless of the selected implementation language or platform. 

6.3.3 Local in-memory storage – Redis 

Due to the goal of a low latency and lightweight system, to address the need for a fast database for local in-
memory storage, Redis was chosen. Redis is a key-value database, commonly used for caching operations across 
different systems. In the context of the CHARIOT platform, and the Storage Layer, it is used by the Firmware 
Security engine to cache data regarding the firmware analysis and its results.  

6.3.4 Cloud document storage - Cloudant 

For the cloud storage needs of the project, Cloudant, which is based on the Apache-backed CouchDB and the 
open source BigCouch project, was used. The CHARIOT platform gives the option to forward messages received 
to the cloud, to make use of the additional analytics engine residing on Cloudant. This is optional, as it requires 
the platform to have internet access, which is not always the case. The process is described in more detail in 
further sections of this document. 

 
37 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MongoDB 
38 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MongoDB 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-platform
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6.4 Cognitive Layer 

6.4.1 Deep-learning based anomaly detectors – Keras and HDF5 

Keras39 is a high-level neural networks API, written in Python and capable of running on the top of powerful 
machine-learning frameworks such as Tensorflow40. It supports both convolutional and recurrent networks 
(including Long Short-Term Memory architecture aka LSTM), and runs seamlessly on CPU and GPU.  

HDF541 (Hierarchical Data Format version 5) is an open source, portable file format that supports very large, 
heterogenous, n-dimensional datasets. It is cross-platform and implements multiple APIs, including Python42. 

Final version of Safety Supervision Engine supports uploading pre-trained deep-learning based anomaly 
detectors and enforcing dynamic safety policies. The custom machine learning model can be a model which was 
pre-trained in Keras and saved in HDF5 format. Such model takes a univariate time-series as the input, and 
outputs the next prediction. Safety Supervision Engine provides a standard anomaly detector based on LSTM 
architecture, trained over historical data from the living labs to enable using machine learning models in cases 
with limited historical data.  

6.5 Computational Layer 

6.5.1 Cloud – IBM IoT Watson technologies 

Watson IoT Platform43 is one of the core solutions within IBM Watson open multicloud platform for automating 
AI lifecycle. It encompasses a set of IBM Cloud services that enable collecting and analyzing data for IoT enabled 
assets. CHARIOT platform architecture allows for taking advantage of these out-of-the-box, customizable tools. 
However, the platform needs to remain fully functional also for users who choose to avail only open source, 
free-of-charge services; therefore the relevant IBM Watson functionalities, while easily integrable with 
CHARIOT, are optional to use.  

The benefits of cognitive computing and machine learning come along with challenging requirements regarding 
data and computational resources. To efficiently cope with these challenges, CHARIOT leverages Watson 
Machine Learning services44 that provide reliable, easy-to-use ways to harness AI at scale across any cloud. 
Concretely, machine learning models that are the basis for the dynamic policy enforcement in safety supervision 
can be imported into and stored in Watson Machine Learning repository. Optionally, these imported models 
can be deployed in IBM Cloud, which enables future re-training. Watson Machine Learning service supports 
multiple formats for storing models, including HDF5 used by CHARIOT Safety Supervision Engine. 

Watson IoT stores data for all connected device types in the Cloudant NoSQL database45. This solution is 
integrated to CHARIOT Cloud Storage for the purpose of collecting data that reach multiple fog nodes.  Data is 
accessed from JSON documents, each of which contains the metadata and message data for a specific device 
and a time stamp. The advantages of using Cloudant include its adaptability, high availability, a wide variety of 
indexing options (e.g. MapReduce), replication capabilities and a rich API.  

 
39 https://keras.io/ 
40 https://www.tensorflow.org/ 
41 https://www.hdfgroup.org/ 
42 https://www.h5py.org/ 
43 https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSQP8H/iot/kc_welcome.html 
44 https://www.ibm.com/cloud/machine-learning 
45 https://www.ibm.com/cloud/cloudant 
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Furthermore, once sensor data is available in the Cloudant database, it is possible to use another Watson IoT 
add-on – the Analytics Engine46 - for detecting anomalies in IoT data (malfunctioning devices and assets or 
missing data). Watson IoT Analytics service provides a host of built-in anomaly detector functions for 
univariate analysis, including K-means analysis, spectral analysis, regression model or salient region detection.  

6.5.2 Delivery - Docker 

For delivering the components of the cognitive platform two solutions were investigated. Virtual machines 
and containers. The Figure below, graphically presents the two different solutions and their high-level 
structure. 

 

 

Figure 12 VMs VS Containers 

 

 
46 https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/services/AnalyticsEngine?topic=AnalyticsEngine-IAE-overview 

Figure 11 Cloud – IBM IoT Watson technologies 
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A virtual machine is a program or operating system that emulates the operation of a computer system. Containers 
on the other hand are implementing Operating-system-level virtualization47. Software that is running on an 
operating system can see all resources of that computer, while software running inside a container can only 
access the contents and devices assigned to the container. 

“Containers are isolated from each other and bundle their own tools, libraries and configuration files; they can 
communicate with each other through well-defined channels. All containers are run by a single operating system 
kernel and are thus more lightweight than virtual machines.”48 

To summarize, a virtual machine needs a hypervisor and each application is released with an entire operating 
system having as a result a several gigabytes application. On the other hand, a containerized application’s size is 
significantly smaller, and the start/boot time is faster. Consequently, containers were chosen as the standard way 
of deploying the components of the cognitive platform. 

Table 5: Difference between VMs and Containers 

VMs Containers 

Heavyweight Lightweight 

Limited performance Native performance 

Each VM runs in its own OS All containers share the host OS 

Hardware-level virtualization OS virtualization 

Startup time in minutes Startup time in milliseconds 

Allocates required memory Requires less memory space 

Fully isolated and hence more secure Process-level isolation, possibly less secure 

 

There are various platforms that offer containers but Docker49 was selected as the containerization platform for 
CHARIOT. Docker is an open source platform and is considered to be the leading containerization platform. 

All CHARIOT components will be packages as Docker images and published to a private image repository. The 
Docker Image contains all the needed software for a specific Docker container. “An image is essentially built 
from instructions for a complete and executable version of an application, which relies on the host OS kernel. 
Docker Images are deployed as Docker containers”50.  

Docker is open source and its code is released under the Apache License 2.0 (ALv2). 

Docker files 

Docker can build images automatically by reading the instructions from a Dockerfile. A Dockerfile is a file in text 
format that includes all the commands needed from a user to assemble an image. Docker-build is creating 
automated build that can execute a batch of command lines instructions 

Table 24: Docker file to Build CHARIOT Base Image 

FROM registry.gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/iot-modeling-language 
 

 
47 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Container_(virtualization) 

48 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Docker_(software) 
49 https://www.docker.com/ 
50 https://searchitoperations.techtarget.com/definition/Docker-image 
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VOLUME ["/workspace"] 
WORKDIR /workspace 
 
COPY . . 
 
RUN apk add gnupg gcc g++ make python3-dev libffi-dev openssl-dev gmp-dev 
RUN pip install -U pip && pip install -
r requirements_dev.txt && pip install pytest && pip install gunicorn 
RUN python setup.py install 
 
CMD ["python3"] 

Above Table depicts the Dockerfile used to create docker image of the southbound dispatcher. For each 
cognitive platform component, the developer must include a Dockerfile. Each CHARIOT component has its own 
Dockerfile that describes how the docker image is to be built. This way we package a single component into a 
docker image that can be used to deploy the component. 

6.5.3 Deployment – Docker Compose 

Docker-compose was used to package and deploy the developed solution to the Fog Node. Compose is a tool 
for defining and running multi-container Docker applications. With Compose, a YAML file is used to configure 
application’s services. Then, with a single command all the services are created and initialized from that 
configuration. A list of all Compose features is referenced.51 

● Various isolated environments on a single host: Compose in order to isolate environments, uses a 
project name per environment. 

● Preserve volume data when containers are created: Preserves all volumes used by the services. When 
“docker-compose” is running, it copies the volumes from the old container to the new container if it 
finds any containers from previous runs.  

● Containers are recreated only when they have changed: Compose caches the configuration used to 
create a container. Thus, when a service that has not changed is rebooted, compose re-uses the existing 
containers. This feature enables fast pace and easy adoption of changes.  

● Moving a composition between environments, supports variables in the Compose file. These variables 
can be used to customize the composition for different environments, or different users. 

In the latest version of the platform, for better deployment, management and monitoring of our containers, we 
chose to use Docker swarm over Kubernetes, as it offered a better fit with the CHARIOT platform overall and 
would add additional complexity and overhead. This open source container orchestrator, coupled with Traefik 
as a load balancer, will suit the project’s needs for deploying and managing containerized applications at large 
scale.  

docker-compose.yml 

The Compose file is a YAML52 file defining services53, networks54 and volumes55. The default path is: ./docker-
compose.yml. 

Within a service definition configuration that is applied to each container started for that service is contained. 
Likewise, network and volume definitions are analogous to docker network create and docker volume create.  

 
51 https://docs.docker.com/compose/overview/#features  
52 http://yaml.org/  
53 https://docs.docker.com/compose/compose-file/#service-configuration-reference  
54 https://docs.docker.com/compose/compose-file/#network-configuration-reference  
55 https://docs.docker.com/compose/compose-file/#volume-configuration-reference  

https://docs.docker.com/compose/overview/#features
http://yaml.org/
https://docs.docker.com/compose/compose-file/#service-configuration-reference
https://docs.docker.com/compose/compose-file/#network-configuration-reference
https://docs.docker.com/compose/compose-file/#volume-configuration-reference
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Table 25: Define With Docker-Compose Southbound Broker 

version: "3.4" 
services: 
  southbound: 
    restart: always 
    image: eclipse-mosquitto 
    hostname: southbound.mosquitto 
    ports:  
      - "1883:1883" 
    volumes: 
      - ./southbound/mosquitto.conf:/mosquitto/config/mosquitto.conf 
    networks: 
      default: 
        aliases: 
          - southbound.mosquitto 

 

The above Table presents the part of the “docker-compose.yml” to the Mosquitto brokers, for each of the 
component in which a service needs to be added. To define a new service, some parameters needs to be chosen, 
such as the base image, which port will be exposed by the host machine, which folder the container will share 
with the host machine and the appropriate IP of the virtual network (created by the docker). 

6.5.4 Ingress – Traefik 

In order to facilitate the deployment of the services and processes that make up the computational layer, as 
explained in the previous section, docker and docker-compose will be used. To further allow for efficient 
deployment and usage of said containers, Traefik will be utilized in conjunction with the aforementioned 
technologies. Traefik acts as a reverse proxy for docker containers, handling network discovery. It also doubles 
as a load balancer over a docker swarm, allowing for more efficient utilization of resources on demand. 

 

 

Figure 13 Position of Traefik in the network conceptual architecture 
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6.5.5 Distributed filesystem - GlusterFS  

An additional storage capability is utilized in the final version of the CHARIOT platform, namely GlusterFS, which 
is a distributed open source storage solution providing a scalable network attached data persistence file system. 
This decentralized paradigm is more in line with overall architecture of the platform offering redundancy on 
data that is persisted on multiple nodes, while ensuring a high degree of availability to reliant services. Since 
most services contained in the CHARIOT platform are stateless, the capabilities offered are ideal for the 
decentralized storage needs of these services, such as configuration files, which need to be readily available for 
proper initialization and function of the platforms’ components. .  

6.5.6 Scale – Swarm 

For orchestration of the aforementioned containers, docker swarm will be used. It was chosen over Kubernetes, 
as the additional capabilities Kubernetes offers are not needed in the CHARIOT platform, while adding it would 
add additional overhead. By using swarm, the platform can exploit its orchestration capabilities, as well as make 
use of the readily available integration flows with Traefik and other components of the platform. The 
combination of these components will allow the CHARIOT platform to scale out as needed depending on the 
demands of each network installation and the accommodation of larger sets of data flows. Finally, swarm can 
deploy containers using the available docker-compose YAML file, requiring no extra configuration for 
deployment. 

6.6 Administration Layer 

6.6.1 Operational Dashboard – Grafana 

The Operational Dashboard, as mentioned earlier, is powered by Grafana. Grafana is an open source monitoring 
tool that allows for simplified creation of various dashboards based on the data provided. Custom python 
microservices have been created to forward and persist data generated by the system to InfluxDB, which the 
grafana based dashboard uses to display said information. The main categories of provided information are the 
following: 

 

• Health Monitoring 

• Alerts 

• Tracing 

• Server Status 

The health monitoring is made possible by utilizing the data stemming from the Health Monitor service, which 
sends MQTT messages to various servers and measures response time to determine the health status. 
Furthermore, the checks described in section 4.3.5.4 can also be recorded in the dashboard, notifying users for 
individual component state. As mentioned previously, alerts generated by the system are persisted in InfluxDB, 
which is used by Grafana to populate the alerts dashboard. The user can also add additional alerts for specific 
data/values contained in grafana if they wish, as well as create custom views & graphs to display said data. 
Additionally, all data available and any customization the user has performed on them can be natively exported 
to .csv files. Details on how this can be achieved can be found in the Grafana documentation56.  The Tracing 
capabilities are enabled by Jaeger, which is responsible for receiving traces from enabled services and 
forwarding them to the Operation Dashboard. Some visual examples of the configured information provided by 
the Grafana Operational Dashboard, such as node system monitoring for CPU and memory usage and health 
check information for response56 times can be seen in the figures below.   

 
56 Grafana Documentation: https://grafana.com/docs/grafana/latest/ 

https://grafana.com/docs/grafana/latest/
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Figure 14 Health Checks for southbound-dispatcher 

 

Figure 15 System monitoring of selected node 
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Finally the server status dashboard is enabled by Netdata, which collects resource utilization for the services 
and the containers that are running them and forwards them to the dashboard. 

 

6.6.2 Node monitoring – Netdata 

Netdata is a machine performance monitoring tool. It was chosen because of its easy configuration, being 
lightweight, as it performs operations only on idle CPU cycles, and does not require disk I/O access, but rather 
stores the data it collects in memory. Netdata also provides a configurable API to retrieve that data, which is 
what the Operation Dashboard makes use of to display the machine performance and resource utilization for 
multiple nodes in a central space. 

6.7 Development Tools 

6.7.1 Version control – Git & Gitlab 

Git is used as the version control system for the software that is developed within CHARIOT. Git is a distributed 
version-control system for tracking changes in source code during software development57.  

As a git server platform, we are using a GitLab.com private group. 

 
57 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Git 

Figure 16 Inputs of Operation Dashboard 
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Figure 9 View of the CHARIOT GitLab repositories 

Figure 8 shows some of the CHARIOT repositories/projects that are currently in the shared CHARIOT’s GitLab 
group. Among others, this group includes the Blockchain components, the Southbound Dispatcher and the 
Privacy Engine. 

6.7.2 Continuous Delivery Tool – Gitlab CI 

Since the repositories for the services are on Gitlab, using Gitlab CI Pipelines to manage CI/CD workflows made 
the most sense. Pipelines have been set on separate projects, which are responsible for building projects and 
deploying docker images to an internal Gitlab docker registry. The docker registry contains all images of services 
and components contained in the CHARIOT platform. At the moment of the writing of this deliverable, this 
registry hosts approximately 15 different docker images from the different components and services being 
developed for the CHARIOT project and platform. 

6.7.3 Docker image registry – Gitlab and Local at Fog Node 

For the needs of the CHARIOT platform, two docker image repositories are used. The first one containing the 
various services and components, as explained previously, residing on Gitlab, and another one residing at each 
fog node. The docker registry residing at the nodes serves as a central repository for publicly available images 
and was set up this way to accommodate CHARIOT platform installations that do not have network connectivity. 
The functionality of these registries are achieved by the Pipeline scripts that populate them, as they are also 
responsible for deploying those images by exporting them to  tarballs (.tar compressed files) and pushing them 
to the needed machines. Separate local scripts are then executed to load these images onto the docker 
installations.  
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6.7.4 Trace logging – Jaeger 

As messages in the CHARIOT platform travel through a lot of different components, tracing capabilities, i.e. to 
be able to trace how long a message took to arrive and to be forwarded further for each specific component 
and service, adds immense value to the development effort and the debugging capabilities of the platform. For 
this purpose, Jaeger was chosen to provide the tracking capabilities that the platform needs. This allows Jaeger 
to provide the users with a complete image on excecution times and potential bottlenecks. On the figure below, 
you can see detailed time elapsed on each component this sample message passed through. 

To enable the tracking functionality of Jaeger, a simplified version of the OpenTracing SDK was used. The 
OpenTracing SDK allows applications to track requests between services, providing timespans that detail the 
time elapsed for messages to transverse the components of the platform. The simplified version can be found 
on the project’s Gitlab repository and can be easily integrated with more components if needed. 

 

 

  

Figure 17 Jaeger sample message trace 
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7 Platform deployment and Integration Strategies 

To develop the components of the CHARIOT IoT Platform the practice of continuous integration and deployment 
(CI / CD) was followed. This development practice enables developers to integrate their code into a shared 
repository frequently. Every single integration is verified through automated builds. Moreover, while 
automated testing is not strictly part of CI it is typically implied. One of the key benefits of integrating regularly 
is that errors can be detected quickly and easily. Since all the changes integrated are usually small it is easier to 
monitor the changes and locate quickly which of these changes caused a defect.  

Furthermore, CI enables frequent rollouts (daily, weekly, fortnightly, or whatever suits the living labs 
requirements) without the interference of an administrator. The benefits of Continuous Integration and 
Deployment are clear. However, the process to building the suitable pipeline isn’t always easy. 

7.1 Continuous-Integration/Continuous-Development (CI/CD) - the 
Southbound Dispatcher Example 

Following the Continuous Integration approach, an example is given here that describes the whole process of 
deploying the case of the Southbound Dispatcher. The code of this project is released at gitlab.com/chariot-
h2020/chariot-southbound-dispatcher. 

This project was developed with the python programming language and tested with the “unittest” python 
package. This module with its rich set of tools enables and facilitates construction and running of automated 
unit tests. In order to measure the effectiveness of the authored unit tests, the coverage python tool was used. 
This tool monitors the running program and notes which parts of the code have been executed. It then analyzes 
the source code and identifies code that could have been executed and was not. Finally, the tool generates a 
Coverage Report that summarizes the percentage of source code that is covered (executed during the execution 
of the tests) by the tests. The coverage report of the Southbound Dispatcher was generated using this tool and 
the html report is included in the git repository. 

A Dockerfile was authored and used to build the docker container and the Gitlab CI/CD tools were set up to 
automatically publish a new container whenever a new tag is added on the repository and the defined tests are 
successful.  

Table 26: Gitlab Configuration to Build Docker Image 

image: python:3.6-alpine 
 
variables: 
  CONTAINER_IMAGE: registry.gitlab.com/$CI_PROJECT_PATH 
  DOCKER_HOST: tcp://docker:2375 
  DOCKER_DRIVER: overlay2 
  GIT_SUBMODULE_STRATEGY: recursive 
 
stages: 
  - build 
 
build: 
  image: docker:stable 
  stage: build 
  services: 
    - docker:dind 
  only: 
    - tags 
    - triggers 
    - schedules 

https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-southbound-dispatcher
https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-southbound-dispatcher
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  script: 
    - docker login -u gitlab-ci-token -p $CI_JOB_TOKEN registry.gitlab.com 
    - docker pull $CONTAINER_IMAGE:latest || true 
    - docker build --cache-from $CONTAINER_IMAGE:latest --
tag $CONTAINER_IMAGE:$CI_COMMIT_TAG --tag $CONTAINER_IMAGE:$CI_BUILD_REF --
tag $CONTAINER_IMAGE:latest . 
    - docker push $CONTAINER_IMAGE:$CI_COMMIT_TAG 
    - docker push $CONTAINER_IMAGE:$CI_BUILD_REF 
    - docker push $CONTAINER_IMAGE:latest 

 

 

Figure 18 GitLab CI Statistics for the Southbound Dispatcher 

The figure above depicts the activity of the CI process over time for the Southbound Dispatcher project, showing 
the commit activity as well as the execution statistics of the tests and packaging. 

The docker images created in the previous steps, are published on Gitlab’s container registry; see an example 
in the Figure below. This process is automated through the Gitlab CI. 

 

An example of the whole procedure can be found at gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/node-express. Τhis repository 
offers information on how to configure a project to automatically publish (see Figure 18) a new image when a 
new git tag (see Figure 17) is defined. Tags are used as part of the Git source control system, in order to 
designate the release of a new version of the software. 

https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/node-express
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The above figure shows the overview of a publishing action including the duration, the exact versions involved 
(git tags) and the result of the process. 

7.2 Deployment of the Platform 

The below Figure 10 shows the process of continuous integration/continuous deployment of the platform. 
Whenever a new version of a component is available, the CI process is triggered, and the unit tests are 
evaluated. Each component is compiled into a Docker container image and published to the registry. 

 

To easily deploy the platform and update the fog node, an initial project has been setup in GitLab can be found 
at: https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-fog-node 

This project mainly consists of a docker-compose file that includes all the components that make up the 
platform.  

At the time of writing these are: 

● Southbound broker (Mosquitto) 
● Northbound broker (Mosquitto 
● Local Storage (InfluxDB) 
● Alerts digester 
● Southbound Dispatcher 
● Northbound Dispatcher 
● Privacy Engine 
● Grafana 

The above list will be extended to include all the components developed in WP3.  

In addition to the above docker-compose file, the project includes all the necessary configuration files of the 
individual components. 

The platform can be deployed to a fog node using docker-compose and the files included in the aforementioned 
project by executing the command: docker-compose up -d docker-compose will then pull all the 
necessary docker images from the corresponding registries and then create the containers as described in the 
docker-compose.yml file. Figure 21 shows a view of the configuration included in this file. 

 

 

 Code 

 

 Unit tests 

 

 
Build docker 

image   
Release 
image 

 

 
Update fog 

node 

 

Figure 19 Development / Deployment Cycle 

https://gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-fog-node
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Table 27: Docker-compose.yml File Used to Deploy the Platform 

version: "3" 
 
services: 
    alerts_listener: 
        image: registry.gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-alert-digester:v0.11.0 
        hostname: chariot_alerts_digester 
        volumes: 
            - /mnt/vol1/configuration.json:/usr/src/app/config.json 
        networks: 
            default: 
                aliases: 
                - chariot_northbound_alerts.service 
        depends_on: 
            - vmq 
            - influxdb 
            - southbound 
        deploy: 
            mode: global 
            placement: 
                constraints: [node.platform.os == linux] 
            labels: 
                - traefik.enable=false 
  
    southbound_listener: 
        image: registry.gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-southbound-
dispatcher:v0.11.0 
        hostname: chariot_southbound_dispatcher 
         
        volumes: 
            - /mnt/vol1/configuration.json:/usr/src/app/tests/config.json 
        networks: 
            default: 
                aliases: 
                    - chariot_southbound_dispatcher.service 
        depends_on: 
            - vmq 
            - influxdb 
        deploy: 
            mode: global 
            placement: 
                constraints: [node.platform.os == linux] 
            labels: 
                - traefik.enable=false 
 
    northbound_listener: 
        image: registry.gitlab.com/chariot-h2020/chariot-northbound-
dispatcher:v0.11.0 
        hostname: chariot_northbound_dispatcher 
        volumes: 
            - /mnt/vol1/configuration.json:/usr/src/app/config.json 
        networks: 
            default: 
                aliases: 
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                    - chariot_northbound_dispatcher.service 
        deploy: 
            mode: global 
            placement: 
                constraints: [node.platform.os == linux] 
            labels: 
                - traefik.enable=false 

 

 

In order to update an existing fog node, we just need to again execute the same command docker-compose 
up -d. But this time, docker will only pull the changed images from the image registry and only update the 
corresponding containers. 

7.2.1 Scalability & High Availability 

As scalibility and high availability are of critical importance to the world of the IioT, steps were taken to ensure 
that the CHARIOT platform follows a decentralized paradigm, using modern scalable technologies. The approach 
followed when designing the services adheres to that paradigm, by implementing the various services as a 
containerized stateless microservice, allowing them to scale out as necessary. In conjuction with GlusterFS, 
which as mentioned previously provides a higly available network filesystem, the platform establishes multiple 
safeguards for optimal functionality. The innate functionality of docker-compose and its seamless integration 
with docker swarms allows for the desired clustering orchestration without the additional overhead and 
configuration costs of kubernetes. Addtionally, the private docker image registry contained on the fog node 
allows for functionality without network connectivity and reduces bandwidth required for initialization of the 
platform. Finally, Traefik enables users to monitor traffic across services and easily scale them up if required. 

 

7.2.2 Integration with existing Industrial Gateway 

Regarding the topic of integrating the CHARIOT platform with already existing systems and installation, this has 
been thoroughly tested during the integration with the living labs of the project, and will be detailed further in 
the related reports. As the three Living Lab partners use different BMS, some custom processes were required 
to fully integrate the CHARIOT platform, depending on the use case. 

 For the integration with IBM’s systems, the focus was on the custom HVAC solutions that had to be in place. In 
order to to fully integrate the capabilities offered by the platform with IBM’s systems, custom user scripts were 
used to connect the currently installed sensors with the Watson IoT Platform, by utilizing the MQTT Protocol. 
The Watson IoT platform stores the data in a Cloudant database instance, as the historical dataset is also part 
of the IBM Cloud Services portfolio. 

For Athens International Airport, which uses the Honeywell BMS, the integration steps that were taken were to 
expose the internal sensor values to an excel file using the BMS capabilities. This file was then pushed to the 
CHARIOT platform, through a flow established in NodeRED. This flow exposes an endpoint to upload excel files, 
which are then parsed and the sensor values are propagated through the CHARIOT platform, ensuring nominal 
functionality. 

Finally, for the Trenitalia use case, which uses the V-BOX BMS, it was decided that a similar approach to that 
chosen in the AIA use case will be followed, which again will make use of a file to store sensor values and 
propagate them to the CHARIOT platform instead of directly connecting devices to the platform.  
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7.3 Firmware testing and static code analysis 

The firmware verification is mainly an offline activity, completed with an online static analysis done by the 
Security Engine at binary level. Both the firmware Developer and the Security Engineer responsible of the 
firmware deployment participate to offline verification of the firmware. 

For the verification, the firmware Developer uses the tool BISMON source-analyzer58. BISMON source-analyzer 
works with a centralized server BISMON that receives asynchronously the static analysis of every source file 
coming from every developer. The machine of the developer is only required to have a recent gcc compiler (gcc-
8 or later) that supports the plugins mechanism. For the static analysis, BISMON provides the gcc plugin 
“chariot”, that the developer can compile and install locally with a C++ compiler. Then, as described on Figure 
24, he only has to add the compiler flag (usually CFLAGS, or CXXFLAGS) “-fplugin=chariot” to the build process 
of the firmware. 

 

Figure 20 CHARIOT Static Analysis of an IoT firmware Source File (see deliverable D1.3) 

 

On the server side, BISMON is deployed by following the installation instructions of 
https://github.com/bstarynk/bismon. It requires 

● the ninja builder, version 1.8 or newer 
● a recent Guile interpreter, version 2 or better (preferably Guile 2.2), 
● a recent Guile-enhanced mailutils, 
● Jansson 2.12 or better for JSON (used in relation to WebSockets), 
● libonion is needed for the web interface 

The BISMON server receives the individual analysis results; it assembles them and build a consolidated analysis 
verdict for the whole firmware. The firmware is then registered on the blockchain side and the analysis results 
are stored into the firmware itself as meta-data. 

The Security Engineer then adds some extra analysis results that the Security Engine (IPSE) will check formally 
and use internally to consolidate its acceptance or rejection verdict. For his work, the Security Engineer loads 
the firmware and the Security rules in BISMON-security-verifier. From the communication functions called by 
the binary firmware, BISMON-security-verifier and radare2 provide navigation functions to find the origin of the 
arguments (data-flow information). BISMON-security-verifier provides static analysis capabilities from the 
common binary call stack that contains the entire data-flow from the origins of the arguments to the 
communication functions. From the static analysis results hence obtained, BISMON-security-verifier generates 
formal contracts that precisely explain the data-flow and that the Security Engine can check. The formal 
contracts are saved as static analysis meta-data in the firmware. 

 
58 https://github.com/bstarynk/bismon 

https://github.com/bstarynk/bismon
https://github.com/bstarynk/bismon
https://github.com/bstarynk/bismon
https://github.com/bstarynk/bismon
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The deployment of the BISMON-security-verifier requires a C++14 compiler, Qt5 (debug interface) and the 
cmake and autotools (instruction set decoders) tooling. It should be deployed offline on the machine of the 
Security Engineer. 

The Security Engine performs two online static analyses, one that formally checks the contracts (chariot-formal-
contract-checker) generated by BISMON-security-verifier (inspired from a Proof-Carrying Code approach) and 
one that is based on heuristics reinforced by the now trusted contracts of BISMON-security-verifier. The Security 
Engine uses the docker file below to deploy its static analyses within the Security Engine. 

 

Table 28: Security Engine Docker File 

FROM ubuntu:18.04 
LABEL Aspisec "info@aspisec.com" 
RUN apt update -y && apt install -y python3-pip unzip python3-dev redis-
server wget git software-properties-common gcc cmake g++ autoconf automake autoconf-
archive autotools-dev libtool 
RUN git clone https://github.com/radare/radare2.git && cd radare2 && ./sys/install.s
h 
COPY . /securityengine 
WORKDIR /securityengine 
RUN unzip chariot-cea.zip 
RUN cd chariot-formal-decoder-armv7 \ 
        && tar -xvf unisim-armsec-1.0.9.tar.gz \ 
        && mv unisim-armsec-1.0.9 armsec 
RUN cd chariot-formal-contract-checker && ./install.sh 
RUN cd ssl && openssl req -x509 -newkey rsa:4096 -nodes -out cert.pem -
keyout key.pem -
subj "/C=IT/ST=Rome/L=Rome/O=Aspisec/OU=Aspisec/CN=security.engine.chariot" 
RUN pip3 install -r requirements.txt 
RUN chmod +x start.sh 
ENTRYPOINT ["./start.sh"] 

 

With the contract checking, the Security Engine can ensure strong Security properties, like formal guaranties of 
the absence of memory overflow or that the communication channels are used with secure information. But 
this requires the offline generation of complex contracts in interaction with the Security Engineer. In Chariot, 
we only expect a formal partial verification that should become more and more complete when the tools like 
will be more mature. 
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8 Conclusions 

CHARIOT project builds on the urgent need for next generation cognitive IoT platforms that can enable the 
creation of intelligent IoT applications with intelligent shielding and supervision of privacy, cyber-security and 
safety threats, as well as complement existing IoT systems in non-intrusive ways and yet help guarantee robust 
security by placing devices and hardware as the root of trust. 

This report accompanies the software that has been developed and is dubbed the CHARIOT Cognitive Platform. 
The design of the final version of the platform was based on the CHARIOT Architecture as described in D2.5 – 
Design Specification for CHARIOT Cognitive IoT Architecture, and on the platform, requirements as described in 
section 4.2 of this report. 

The fundamental question that CHARIOT systems architecture aims to address is how safety-critical-systems - 
represented in the project by three Living Labs for buildings, rail and airports – should be securely and 
appropriately managed and integrated with a fog network made up of heterogeneous IoT devices and gateways. 
The answer to this question is realized through the combination of the CHARIOT Open IoT Cloud Platform and 
the CHARIOT IoT Privacy, Security and Safety Supervision Engine (IPSE). These are two run-time components 
underpinned by design-time Safety and Secure IoT Systems Engineering method for designing and specifying 
decentralized system-of-systems. 

To tackle the explosion of the IoT data and the challenges in security and safety, the CHARIOT platform is by 
design, fault tolerant, highly available and scalable. The Fog Node is deployed near the sensors and the critical 
systems, in order to provide speed in the detection of threats. The Cloud services provide the power that is 
needed to perform advanced analytics on huge amounts of IoT data. 

This report expanded on the final version of the Cognitive IoT Platform by detailing its components, highlighting 
how the data collected from the sensors is stored and handled within the platform. 

For each of the components, through the first year of the project, a research was carried out that led the 
CHARIOT technical team in selecting the appropriate technologies for developing them. The updated section 5 
contained in this final version, is giving insights of that continued research and explains the “why” behind the 
selection of the used technologies. 

The technologies that were selected are open source and widely adopted with a proven track record. A 
Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery process has been utilized to ensure the in-time reaction to new 
developments and defects, delivering new versions of the components as they become available. Throughout 
the report, links are provided to the actual current developments in GitLab. 

As scalability and high availability is critical for any industrial IoT system, for the final version of the platform 
steps were taken to be able to conform to these concerns. By adding additonal capabilities for technologies that 
were in use, such as docker and swarm, and integrating new technologies such as Gluster and Traefik, the final 
version of the platform can be scaled up as need and can be set to be highly available and redundant. 

Moreover, the report explained how all the developed components are assembled and deployed to a fog node, 
comprising the CHARIOT Platform, assuming a zero basis installation, but also an integration scenario with 
already existing infrastructure, such as the living lab of AIA. 
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